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ABSTRACT
Soybean is an economically important crop in large portions of the world. In-
corporation of soybean in to the food system in many direct and indirect ways
has vastly increased the nutritional quality of low cost and plant-based diets.
Therefore an enormous amount of effort has gone into increasing the yield and
nutritional quality of soybeans through plant breeding over hundreds of years. De-
spite this economic and nutritional importance the soybean genome was largely
uncharacterized until 2004. Research described in here deals with the application
of novel sequencing technologies to elucidate the soybean genome composition as
an initial step to understanding the organization of the genome.
Three, partially independent, studies were performed to study soybean genome
content and diversity. The first study applied 454 pyrosequencing to obtain a low
coverage survey that identified repeat composition of the genome. The second
study compiled data from numerous small RNA sequence datasets to follow the
small RNA level regulation of soybean genes and the maintenance of genomic
stability by siRNA mediated heterochromatization. The third study applied a
reduced represenatation sampling strategy to identify SNP markers in the non-
repetitive regions of the genome that can distinguish between soybean accessions.
The method developed in this study should be generally applicable to other lines
of soybean or even in other crop plants that have a fully sequenced genome.
These studies, along with others reported simultaneously, and those that will be
conducted in the near future, together enhance our understanding of soybean and
increase our ability to manipulate this important species to our advantage.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1
1.1 An organism and its genome
The genome of an organism is both a catalog of its potential and a partial log of
the path it has taken to acquire this potential. Unfortunately the log does not
come with time stamps to determine the order of events. Insights into the evolu-
tion of a genome are often confounded by the bustle of rearrangement events in
each generation of the organism. Nonetheless, by studying the genome, broad per-
spectives can be gained and utilized to increase our understanding of the behavior,
potential and plasticity of an organism.
A vast majority of higher life forms have developed elaborate methods of ga-
metic reproduction to increase the frequency of genetic combinations. In such
species, the genome of each individual is unique at the maximum resolution i.e.,
to say no two individuals have completely identical genomes. Our current under-
standing of molecular biology indicates that the single base pair resolution of a
genome is not usually the determining functional unit. Some base pairs are more
important than others and, seemingly, large tracts of the genome play no role
in the functioning of an individual. It has proved difficult to identify a singular
resolution at which a genome can be dissected to make sense of the parts. If we
define a certain granularity of the genome as containing the individual functional
unit, then both the numerous subsets that a unit can be divided into and super
sets that the unit is a part of seem to interact in complicated overlapping patterns
to determine the scope and severity of the function.
Traditionally, single genes have served as the functional units of a genome that
are assigned functions and tracked through a population of the species to explain
the natural variation in form and function extant in the species. A gene though has
subsequently and in ever increasing resolution been divided into multiple alleles,
coding and non-coding regions, regulatory regions, and other subsets. Similarly
the genomic context of the gene, a facet that differs substantially between in-
dividuals for some genes, plays a role in the regulation of the gene. Therefore
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the classic definition of a gene as a functional unit responsible for one function is
a gross abstraction of a much larger and refined network of influences. Despite
these challenges and inconsistencies the complete sequence of bases composing a
genome is a vast body of knowledge which through detailed examination and in-
terpretation can by and large tell the story of life. Admittedly we lack the depth
of understanding and perhaps even the tools to glean all the information from
this extremely large and complicated data, but acquiring the data is the first step
down the path of increasing our knowledge and through it our utilization of life
forms to our advantage. Advances in algorithms, tools and methodologies over
that past few decades has allowed us to gain tremendous insights into the inner
workings of a genome and with the rapid development currently taking place in
genome studies we are beginning to understand the genome at finer scales.
1.2 Genomic sequencing: methods and improvements
Since the advent of DNA sequencing in the late 70’s [1] the genomes of increas-
ingly complexity have been unraveled. Starting with a small DNA virus with
a total size of 5,368 base pairs we now have sequenced genomes that are many
billions of bases. Up until 2005, however, the method used to sequence DNA re-
mained largely unchanged. Dideoxy termination sequencing, originally described
by Sanger et al. [2], remained the method of choice for sequencing DNA, al-
though significant improvements in the reagents and equipment lead to a gradual
but significant increase in the number of sequential bases output in one sequenc-
ing reaction. Accompanying the increasing read lengths was the increased quality
of sequence defined as the confidence in each base call made by the sequencing
machine. Despite its advantages the main drawbacks of the Sanger method for
genome sequencing were the need to clone and amplify a segment of DNA in a
vector and the need for complex robotics and capillary/electrophoresis machines
to perform the sequencing in a high-throughput manner. In addition, the cloning
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step introduced a bias against sequences recalcitrant to growth in the bacterial
host of choice. Therefore, the cost of Sanger sequencing although steadily decreas-
ing, remained high at a per base level, and the throughput remained a bottleneck
in all major sequencing efforts.
Vast improvements in the throughput of DNA sequencing and per base cost
started to appear with the introduction of so called next-generation sequencing
technologies such as pyrosequencing and sequence-by-synthesis. Both these meth-
ods used novel chemistry and amplification of immobilized DNA to increase signal.
This method allowed sequencing from nano to picogram quantities of DNA. They
also had the added bonus of not including a cloning step that removed the signif-
icant bias introduced therein. The single biggest advantage of these technologies,
however is the tremendous increase in the number of bases sequenced in a single
experiment.
Despite the tremendous advances in throughput and the exponential reduction
in per-base cost offered by these methods the most important drawback of the
method remains the number of sequential bases that can be confidently called (the
read length). The number of bases that can be determined to occur contiguously
in the original DNA molecule has very important implications on our ability to
construct the whole molecular sequence from the reads.
1.2.1 Sampling of genome
Ideally we would like to determine the entire sequence of a DNA molecule such
as a whole chromosome from one end to the other in one reaction without any
breaks. While some highly experimental techniques like nanopore sequencing
claim potential to be able to achieve this goal eventually, there is currently no
reliable method of doing so. Hence, the first step in all genomic DNA sequencing
efforts is to mechanically, chemically or enzymatically shear the DNA into smaller
fragments. These fragments are then sequenced to generate sequence “reads”,
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and overlapping reads are stitched together in an assembly step to regenerate the
sequence of bases in the original DNA molecule.
The initial genome sequencing efforts, including the human genome project in
the initial stages, sheared genomic DNA into approximately 120 Kb fragments and
cloned them into Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes (BACs) followed by a careful
selection of BACs to sequence based on a golden path approach. The golden path
approach attempts to direct the selection of clones for sequencing such that the
genomic sequence is read more or less sequentially wherever possible. While this
approach vastly simplifies the assembly stage of the genome, it tends to be very
labor and time intensive.
A major improvement in this strategy was introduced by Fleishmann et al. [3]
who suggested abandoning the time-consuming golden path approach and ran-
domly fragmenting and sequencing the BACs until enough coverage was obtained
to programmatically assemble local regions of the genome. This strategy was la-
beled shotgun sequencing for obvious reasons and was made viable by advances in
sequencing throughput and computing capabilities. Shotgun sequencing abandons
the rigor of sequential selection to take advantage of massive sequencing capacity,
but at the cost of clarity in the assembly stage. This approach essentially trans-
lates to taking random samples of sequence from the genome. The population,
i.e.. total number of such sequences in the genome, is finite. Therefore, a mathe-
matical model can be used to describe how the number of times a genomic region
is sequenced increases as the sampling frequency increases.
1.2.2 Lander-Waterman model and genome complexity
Lander and Waterman [4] first described the relation between the number of se-
quences sampled from a genome of a given size, the chance of repeated sampling
from a region for a given read length and the required length of overlap for de-
tecting such a repetition. Assuming that genomic regions are sampled following a
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Poisson distribution, they provide an estimate of the number of genomic regions
expected to have a given number of overlapping reads. These overlapping reads
can then be assembled programmatically to form a contiguous sequence (contig).
The underlying assumption here is that two reads would share the same sequence
of bases for a significant length (determined by the overlap parameter L) only
when these reads are derived from the same genomic region. The number of
contigs expected to contain j reads is defined by,
Ne−2cσ (1− ecσ)j−1
c =
LN
G
,σ = 1− T
L
where N is the number of reads, L is the read length, G the haploid genome size
in base pairs, and T the minimum base pair overlap required for contig formation.
The number c, called coverage, is a measure of how many equivalents of the
genome length have been captured in the sequencing effort. This model provides
an excellent way of estimating the minimum coverage required to assemble most
of the genome into large contigs, for a given genome and read length, assuming
that most genomic regions are unique over the length of the overlap parameter. If
all the genome sequence is unique at this level, the coverage required to assemble
the genome increases exponentially as the read length decreases. As the length of
the genome increases, the likelihood of regions that are insufficiently covered also
increases following a Poisson distribution.
The genomes of most eukaryotes, especially the species with fairly large genomes
are filled with many repeats that are long and share a very high degree of sequence
identity. This means that the fundamental assumption that two reads with signifi-
cant overlap must have been sampled from the same region is violated. Therefore,
conserved repeats constitute the biggest hindrance to an unambiguous assembly.
In certain regions, a series of tandem repeats or a group of highly similar repeats
are present with little interspersed unique DNA. Sequencing reads derived from
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such regions do not span across enough unique regions to differentiate between
copies of the repeats. Such reads can confuse the assembly program by showing
sufficient overlapping bases for assembly leading to the joining of genomic regions
that are not adjacent to each other in the genome. Such mis-joins are highly
deleterious to the quality of the assembly and are usually avoided by removing
or in other ways discarding all reads that have spuriously high degrees of overlap
with other reads.
The average length of sequence that can be read in a single reaction is therefore
a very important factor that determines both the number of reads required to
achieve enough coverage and the ability to unambiguously assemble reads into
contigs. Ideally, we would like to read the entire sequence of bases in a single
continuous run to determine the genome without any additional analysis needed.
Improvements in equipment and reagents used in Sanger dideoxy termination se-
quencing pushed the maximum read lengths to 1000 bp and above and allow the
reading of ”paired ends” from both sides of a molecule of defined length. While
the increased read lengths and paired reads improved the ease of assembly sub-
stantially, genome sequencing of higher eukaryotes remains a substantial challenge
due to their very large size and the complexity caused by numerous repeats.
1.3 Next generation sequencing: throughput and read
lengths
Starting in 2005, a series of novel sequencing platforms have emerged. These
platforms introduced massive changes in the sequencing methodologies and out-
puts. The three major technologies to emerge in this time are the pyrosequenc-
ing platform from 454/Roche, Genome Analyzer by Solexa/Illumina and SOLiD
by Applied Biosciences (AB). Together these platforms have been referred to as
next-generation sequencing (NGS) platforms. NGS platforms were developed in
response to the increasing demand to lower the per base cost of sequencing to al-
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low the rapid resequencing of genomes and to allow creation of reference genomes
for a wider range of organisms. Hence the focus for the newer methods was al-
ways on increasing throughput massively so as to reduce the time and labor costs
involved in traditional Sanger sequencing.
The common solution arrived at in all three platforms was to immobilize a
strand of DNA on a solid platform, amplify it in situ and perform the sequencing
on this immobilized cluster of DNA molecules that originate from a single DNA
fragment. Pyrosequencing and Illumina rely on the incorporation of nucleotides
due to the action of DNA polymerase and the coupled release of a signal. AB
SOLiD relies on competitive ligation of short oligos to the template to read the
sequence. Despite the differences in chemistry these platforms share a set of
strengths and weaknesses. The clear advantages of NGS platforms over Sanger
based sequencing is the reduced bias in representation of genomic regions and mas-
sive throughput while the drawbacks are the much shorter read lengths, an overall
lower quality and significant informatics challenges in processing the data.
454 sequencing by far produces the longest reads of the three with the latest
versions reaching over 500 bp average read length, while Illumina’s latest offering
100-150 bp and SOLiD reaching 75bp. In terms of total throughput per run,
Illumina and SOLiD generate about the same number of bases and 454 produces
significantly less. Further improvements in technology are expected to increase
both read lengths and total throughput across the board in the near future. These
developments suddenly made practical a number of approaches to study the role
of genetic material in a wide range of phenomena in ecology [5], evolution [6, 7, 8],
and genetics [9, 10, 11, 12]. Novel approaches could now be devised to better solve
long-standing problems in agriculture [13, 14].
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1.4 Applications in crop species
Most agronomically important plant species carry a very large genome that is
further complicated by the presence of copious numbers of repeat elements. The
process of domestication might itself encourage the proliferation of certain re-
peat elements [Chapter 4]. Therefore, the determination of the complete genomic
sequence of a crop species is extremely challenging. The most agronomically im-
portant crops (rice, maize, soybean) already have a reference genome available,
but the amount of diversity within each of these species is tremendous and is not
represented in the reference genomic sequence. Generating a genome for multiple
lines from the same species through clone-based sequencing is still cost-prohibitive
and will likely remain so in the foreseeable future. Also, the vast majority of crop
species do not yet have a fully sequenced representative genome. It is here that
the NGS platforms have a vital role to play. Applications of NGS technologies in
various novel and creative designs are rapidly expanding our knowledge of crop
genomes which in turn will prove extremely useful in the improvement of these
crops.
NGS technologies have serious limitations in de novo sequencing of a new
genome due to in read length. Recent advances in read length and improvements
in assembly algorithms have overcome this limitation somewhat [15]. Nonetheless
de novo sequencing of a crop species purelyby NGS sequencing is unlikely to yield
a sufficiently scaffolded genome assembly in the near future. Therefore, over the
past few years NGS platforms have been used primarily to obtain preliminary
genome (or RNA) sequence information in species with little to no prior infor-
mation [9, 16] or to sequence the coding regions in distant relatives of a known
genome [6, 16]. In light of the availability of NGS platforms, and the paucity of
information available for soybean at the time this work began, this thesis research
has focused on the application of these technologies to soybean to determine the
composition, regulatory content and extant variation of its genome.
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Soybean genetics traditionally has focused on the improvement of crop varieties
through incorporation of beneficial alleles and traits through breeding. Marker as-
sisted breeding in the last few decades has brought together the realms of breeding
and molecular biology culminating in the development of a high-resolution genetic
map [17] and a Department of energy (DOE) led genomic sequencing effort [18].
Prior to the availability of the soybean genome, the largest set of information avail-
able for soybean was the extensive sampling of coding regions achieved through
the soybean expressed sequence tag (EST) project [19]. Gene space sampling is
the logical first step in characterizing a complex genome. EST sequencing reveals
the important coding regions of the genome but critically lacks information on the
genomic linkage, context and regulatory information associated with those genes.
Also lacking is the evolutionarily and structurally important repeat composition
of the genome.
Repeat elements play a crucial role in the rearrangement of plant genomes that
allows the plant to respond to environmental changes [20]. Knowledge of repeat
composition also informs decisions in sequencing efforts to guide clone choice in
large sequencing efforts and primer design for more focused studies. Identification
of centromeric repeats provides a useful cytogenetic tool to individually identify
chromosomes for karyotyping. To determine the repeat composition and distribu-
tion of soybean, an early 454 pyrosequencing run was performed using complete
soybean genomic DNA [Chapter 2]. This study revealed the repeat composition
of the soybean genome in terms of the total repeat content, various families of
repeats and copy numbers of different repeat elements. In addition the data ob-
tained allowed the identification of the most abundant repeat families and the
tandem repeated units within it that led to the flourescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) based karyotyping of the soybean genome[10].
With the availability of the soybean genome, the characterization of the cod-
ing regions and their immediately adjacent regulatory regions was completed.
This high-confidence gene set allows the study of coding regions and their tran-
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scriptional regulation through promoter regions. Advances in the study of gene
regulation over the past two decades have revealed the vital role of non-coding
RNAs in the epigenetic and post-transcriptional levels of gene regulation. Small
RNAs (siRNAs and miRNAs) constitute the most important class of non-coding
RNAs in plants but identification of these functional molecules from the genomic
or transcriptomic information is non-trivial. The very short read lengths, but
exceptionally high throughput provided by Illumina sequencing is ideal for profil-
ing small RNA content in plants. Therefore, multiple studies have been designed
to elucidate the role of small RNAs in various biological phenomena in soybean.
By leveraging the soybean genome information the combined sequence output of
these studies would readily reveal the global profile of small RNA producing loci
in the soybean genome. Chapter 3 deals with the identification of siRNA pro-
ducing/target loci and putative miRNA producing loci in the soybean genome.
This study helped characterize the active transposon population in the soybean
genome and identified many novel putative miRNA in soybean, some of which are
conserved in other plants.
The most powerful application of NGS platforms is the genomic sequencing of
close relatives of a species with a well characterized high-quality genome. Es-
pecially the Illumina and AB SOLiD platforms with their short, relatively high
quality reads and higher throughput are particularly suited to this task. This tech-
nique is especially powerful in differentiating the genetically close accessions of the
same species. Soybean has a very rich domestication and breeding history stretch-
ing back thousands of years in East Asia. The elite i.e., high yielding cultivars
of soybean are constantly improved by introgression of desirable traits from lower
yielding exotic accessions and this process is greatly aided by molecular markers.
Therefore, reliable identification of markers that distinguish between two acces-
sions of interest is extremely useful to soybean breeders. Chapter 4 deals with the
development of a protocol to rapidly identify SNP markers that are polymorphic
between any two lines of soybean. Reduced representation sampling of the soy-
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bean genome, achieved by anchoring read starts to a carefully chosen restriction
enzyme site, allowed the generation of thousands of high-confidence SNP mark-
ers between the chosen accessions. This study also revealed a surprising amount
of heterogeneity within the reference soybean accession (Williams 82) chosen for
genome sequencing.
Through the application of NGS technologies, both before and after the avail-
ability of the soybean genome, significant knowledge of the genomic content and
its interpretation was gained in these studies. Similar studies in soybean and other
important crop plants have been attempted in recent years. The continued usage
of NGS technologies in studying crops should generate vast datasets that improve
our understanding of crop genomes, their spatio-temporal regulation in the or-
gan and developmental dimensions of the plant. Beyond the already sequenced
genomes the applications of these methods in closely related species will reveal
gene space differences among them. Such information would help illuminate the
molecular mechanisms involved in domestication and development of resistance
to various biotic and abiotic stresses.
Eventually, with enough sampling of genome composition across the diverse set
of life forms, fundamental life processes will be better understood at a molecular
level. Specific adaptations that allow life to fit ecological niches and the various
paths available to a genome to trans-locate from one niche to another could also be
elucidated by studying the molecular events underlying such changes. Population
level studies of the genomic variation within a species would reveal the many-to-
many relationships linking underlying genotypes and the phenotypes generated
by their complex interactions. Sequencing technologies involving single molecule
sequencing with no amplification biases are currently being developed and would
hopefully offer more unbiased sampling of genomes. These methods will be par-
ticularly useful in studying metagenomes such as the rhizosphere. Metagenomes
would help explain the entire gene space that is not necessarily intrinsic to the
plant but in some cases could offer a better explanation for the observed phe-
12
notype. The next few decades will offer exciting new perspectives and means
for observing organisms that are essential for the sustainable existence of human
population.
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CHAPTER 2
REPEAT COMPOSITION AND LANDSCAPE
OF THE GLYCINE MAX GENOME
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2.1 Global repeat discovery and estimation of genomic
copy number in large, complex genome using a
high-throughput 454 sequence survey 1
2.1.1 Introduction
Genome sequencing has historically been accomplished by fragmenting genomic
DNA, amplifying the fragments clonally using bacteria, and sequencing the am-
plified clones [21]. Although this method has improved to the extent that much
larger genomes can be sequenced, and some of the intermediate cloning steps can
be circumvented [3, 22], practically all genome sequence until very recently has
been generated by the Sanger method. Given the costs of Sanger-based genome
sequencing and surveys, significant amounts of genomic information for most of
the 129,293 eukaryotic species listed in the NCBI taxonomy database [23] are un-
likely to be available for some time. Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Mer], which is the
subject of this study, has an existing but incomplete genome project. However,
many crop plants, plant pathogens, endangered species and species of evolutionary
interest have little or no available genome data. Recently developed microbead
technologies capable of sequencing hundreds of thousands of DNA molecules in
parallel provide a way to obtain genomic information from these species for rea-
sonable cost, and without any bacterial cloning step. The method used here, 454
pyrosequencing, uses pyrophosphate release as a method for detection of base in-
1This section of Chapter 2 was previously published in BMC Genomics 2007, 8:132. The
article is reproduced verbatim except for the addition of Figures 2.3 to 2.5 and the their de-
scriptions. The article was published under the Creative Commons Attribution License with
the express statement that the copyright for the work is retained by the authors. Authors
contributions KS performed analysis of Bioinformatics data and comparison of databases and
laboratory experiments to validate predicted repeats, created the data displays and helped draft
the manuscripts. KV developed and implemented assembly and database bioinformatics meth-
ods, implemented and performed parallel analysis and annotation of sequences and repeats, and
developed the web interface for the database and alignment viewer. MEH conceived the study,
design, co-ordination and manuscript, developed and implemented the DNA extraction proce-
dure, assembly and repeat detection, analysis of copy number and the remaining bioinformatics
and scripting. Specifically Figures 2.1 and 2.6 and Tables 2.1 and 2.2 were generated by other
authors.
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corporation [24, 25, 26]. Pyrosequencing has been used before to genotype SNPs
in a polyploid plant, potato. However, the technology used [27] relied on known
primer sequences, greatly limiting the utility of the method for de novo sequencing.
The 454 pyrosequencing method uses randomly sheared DNA, has no requirement
for known primer sequences (making it suitable for de novo sequence surveys), and
makes sequence data faster and cheaper to obtain than Sanger-based methods.
However, the accuracy and read length of the method as used here is generally
inferior to Sanger-based sequencing of small clones [28].
The first step in characterizing large genomes has frequently been a genome
survey, often using end sequences of Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) vec-
tors [29, 30]. Such a survey gives important information about common repeat
sequences, allows the generation of some genetic markers and helps determine the
feasibility of building a BAC tiling path. Such surveys are limited, however, as
representation of cloned sequences is likely to be somewhat skewed towards those
that can be successfully propagated in bacterial vectors [31]. Here we describe a
method for performing high coverage, inexpensive and detailed genome surveys
without the necessity of cloning, bacteria or vector libraries. The 454 pyrose-
quencing method described by Margulies et al. [28] allows access to randomly
placed, short sequences in large numbers, without the generation of bacterial vec-
tors or a cloning step. Since 454 pyrosequencing produces relatively short reads,
without paired end information, it is currently unsuitable for de novo sequencing
of eukaryotic whole genomes. However, a high-coverage genome survey using this
method can potentially deliver invaluable data about the makeup of a genome,
quickly and at relatively low cost. In particular, the identification of sequences
present in many copies per genome (essential in order to generate a unique tiling
path for a structured sequencing approach) is straightforward.
The soybean genome is relatively well-characterized, and significant progress
has been made towards its completion. A survey of BAC clone ends has been
performed at relatively low coverage on the soybean genome [29], and extensive
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sequencing of soybean ESTs has been performed [19]. However, a complete phys-
ical map is not yet available, and the amount of soybean genomic sequence in the
public domain is still somewhat limited, although now growing rapidly. The sur-
vey described here provides further information about the makeup of the genome
of this crop of great commercial importance.
2.1.2 Methods for DNA isolation and sequencing
Soybean nuclear genomic DNA isolation
8 g of young trifoliate leaves were taken from soybean cv. Williams, grown under
controlled greenhouse conditions in sterile soil. Leaves were ground to coarse
powder in N2(l), transferred to 20 ml NIB (Modified from Zhang et al [32]; 10
mM Tris, 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM KCl, 500 mM sucrose, 4 mM spermidine and
0.1% -mercaptoethanol), and placed on ice for 10’ with swirling every 1’. The
suspension was filtered through 2 layers of Miracloth and 2 layers of cheesecloth,
and 1 ml 10% Triton X-100 in NIB added. The suspension was incubated on ice
for a further 10’ with swirling every 1’, then centrifuged at 2,000 g for 15’ at 4C.
The supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in 20 ml NIB. After
centrifugation for 2’ at 100 g, the supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube and
the pellet discarded. After centrifugation for 15’ at 2,000 g, the supernatant was
discarded and the pellet inspected for any green coloration. The centrifugation
and resuspension steps were repeated until the pellet was pure white in color.
Once free of visible chloroplast contamination, the pellet was resuspended in 10
ml TE (10 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1 mM EDTA). 1 ml of 10% sodium lauryl sulphate
was added and 50 mg protease K powder. The resulting suspension was incubated
for 48 h at 37C with slow orbital shaking. 1 ml 3 M sodium acetate pH 5.3 and
10 ml phenol/chloroform/IAA were added, the solution was gently emulsified and
centrifuged for 5’ at 10,000 g. The aqueous phase was removed and the extraction
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repeated. 25 ml ethanol was added, the contents mixed and incubated at 20C
for 14 h, followed by centrifugation at 13,000 g for 15’. The pellet was washed
twice in 70% aqueous ethanol, resuspended in 100 l TE, reprecipitated by the
addition of 100 l isopropanol, centrifuged at 13,000 g for 15’ and resuspended in
100 l TE.
DNA sequencing
DNA sequencing was performed on sheared soybean genomic DNA isolated as
above by 454 Life Sciences, Branford, CT at the 454 Sequencing Center using
the GS-20 instrument [28]. Two 1.6 million-picowell plates were sequenced, and
reads were filtered and trimmed to 5% or fewer marginal calls as described [28].
Further trimming was then performed based on the phred-equivalent quality score
for each base (-10 log P(e), [33]). The reads were further trimmed of leading
and trailing bases where Q < 10, in order to ensure comparable data to BAC-
based surveys [29]. The mean Q value was 26 across the sequences after filtering
and trimming, and the longest read was 410 bases and the shortest 35 bases,
with a standard deviation of the mean length of 18 base pairs. In the filtered,
trimmed sequences, 95% of bases were Q10 or higher, 83% were Q20 or higher.
While these quality scores are relatively low by comparison to automated Sanger
sequencing of small clones, they are comparable to the levels of quality obtained in
whole-genome sample sequencing of the soybean genome using BAC end sequences
[29]. Possible contaminants resembling organellar sequences were counted, but
not removed, since reads with sequence identity to organelle sequences may be
derived from organellar DNA or be genuine genomic sequence with high similarity
to the organellar genome. A total of 6,819 reads (0.9%) showed significant (1E-
6 BLAST (blastn) hit) identity to a collection of available chloroplast sequences,
958 reads (0.1%) showed a similar level of identity to a collection of mitochondrial
sequences.
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For organellar contaminant estimation, fully assembled soybean chloroplast and
mitochondrial sequences were not available; chloroplast and mitochondrial genome
sequence from plants including all available soybean data were assembled into a
BLAST database in-house. Of the remaining reads, the overall GC content of the
sequence was 33%. The full sequence dataset of the soybean 454 genome survey
has been deposited at the NCBI Trace Archive, TI range 1732557604-1733276192.
Assemblies are available from the authors on request or at their web site [34].
2.1.3 Results
Genomic DNA was extracted from purified nuclei isolated from leaves of soybean
cv. Williams. The DNA was randomly sheared, and sequenced using the 454
pyrosequencing method [28]. This resulted in 717,383 successful sequence reads,
together with phred-equivalent quality (Q) values [33]. Mean read length of these
filtered, trimmed reads was 109.5 base pairs (bp), with a total of 78,535,105 bp
of sequence generated. The soybean haploid genome size has been estimated at
1,115 million base pairs (Mb) [35], therefore the filtered, trimmed reads used in this
sequence survey represent an estimated 7% coverage of the soybean genome.
The 103-Kb region surrounding the CHS locus of soybean has been extensively
characterized [36]. We utilized the sequence of this region to probe the genomic
distribution and accuracy of the genomic survey sequences. Using BLAT [37], 102
reads with 95% or higher identity across 98% or more of the read to this validated
sequence were identified. These reads represent 10,542 base pairs of sequence
with an overall 97.7% match to the validated sequence, hence there is a minimum
estimated error rate of 2.3%. The presence of slightly more than the expected
number of matching reads within the pyrosequencing dataset provides evidence
that the estimated genome size of soybean [35] is approximately correct.
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Analysis of high-abundance sequences in soybean
Repetitive sequences can confound both common methods for de novo genome
sequencing: conventional, tiling-path based assembly strategies and shotgun genome
sequencing approaches. Consequently, we aimed to develop accurate repeat de-
tection methods and comprehensive cataloging of repetitive sequences.
Using the annotated TIGR databases [38] from multiple species, we are able
to estimate the genomic copy number of all of the repeat classes in the TIGR
collection. These repeats may be detected either through similarity to Glycine or
to repeats known from other plant genomes, including the completed genomes of
Arabidopsis and Oryza.
The TIGR plant repeat database is composed largely of transposable element se-
quences and noncoding RNA genes, and as with any database using incompletely
sequenced genome data, it is incomplete. Satellite sequences such as those de-
tected in the assembly of our own soybean repeat database are under-represented
in the TIGR repeat database, despite their presence in GenBank, and the types
of repeat and organisms of origin of the sequences vary.
For each of the 717,383 reads, we searched for a significant (e ¡ 1E-6) BLAST
(blastn) sequence match to the TIGR plant repeat database, which is organized
both by species of origin and class of element. Figure 2.1A shows the percentage of
reads with top hits that matched each species represented in the TIGR database.
The most abundant matches are those to repetitive elements already known to
exist in Glycine max. Since the most abundant sequences in soybean are also the
most likely to be well-characterized in this organism, this was an expected result.
However, the database contains other legume repeat sequences: 64 sequences from
Lotus species, 128 from Medicago species, as well as 130 from Glycine species. We
were surprised that the Lotus and Medicago matches were not more abundant. We
speculate that this may be because the Lotus, Medicago and soybean sequences
are mostly related, and hence the reads with a match to legume repeats generally
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have their best (lowest blastn expect value) match to the Glycine sequences. Note
that most of the de novo detected repeats from our survey, including the SB92 and
STR120 satellites (present in the GenBank nucleotide (nt) database) and many
retrotransposons described in Table 2.2 (many of which are not present in nt),
were not present in the TIGR database.
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Figures
Figure 2.1: Comparison of sequence survey data with soybean and
other plant repeat databases. A) Distribution of hits to plant repeat databases, by
genus. Raw reads were matched using BLAST (blastn) to the TIGR plant repeat databases
and the top significant (1E-6) hit recorded. Percentages represent the percentage of reads with
hits to sequences from a particular organism with respect to all reads with hits to the TIGR
repeats. B) Distribution of hits to plant repeat databases, by class of repetitive element Raw
reads from the genomic sequence survey were matched to the combined plant repeat databases
as for (A), and the class of repetitive element for the top hit was used to show the relative
abundance of different classes of repetitive elements. This gives an estimate of the relative
frequency of these families in the soybean genome. Retrotransposons and rDNA are the most
common classes of repeat. See Additional File 1 for common repeat sequences not included in
the TIGR database.
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Relatively few reads matched the repeat database for Arabidopsis. Most of
the reads similar to repeat sequences from other plants (i.e. elements that were
previously unknown in Glycine) had their most significant similarity to sequences
from Oryza or from Brassica. Brassica is more closely related to soybean than
Oryza, but has been the subject of very limited genomic sequencing, while Oryza
has been completely sequenced but is much more distantly related to soybean
than Brassica or Arabidopsis. The result that there are more similarities between
Glycine repeats and Oryza repeats, and between Glycine and the known repeats
from Brassica, than to Arabidopsis was therefore unexpected.
This analysis also allows description in broad terms of the abundance of trans-
posable element sequence families in Glycine, given the presence of related se-
quences in the database used for comparison. Regardless of species of origin, a
family was assigned to each soybean sequence read with a significant (< 1E-6)
BLAST (blastn) hit to the TIGR plant repeat database. Figure 2.1B gives an
overview of the repeat composition of the soybean genome and an expected min-
imum genome copy number for each element type found in the database used.
Again, we cannot expect the reference database to be in any way complete, so
no conclusions regarding absent sequences can be made. We estimate that the
soybean genome contains a minimum of just over 8,000 transposable elements
of types named and present in the TIGR repeat database; many more ”unclas-
sified repetitive” sequences that have similarity to sequences in this dataset (at
least 42,000) are present. One result that arises from this analysis is that while
retrotransposons are common in the soybean genome, Type II transposons are
likely to be relatively rare (several examples are present in the database, but few
match our soybean survey). More noteworthy was that no hits were observed to
MULE (MUtator-Like Element) transposons in the TIGR collection. It is likely
therefore that soybean MULEs are sufficiently divergent in sequence from any
MULEs in the TIGR repeat database that they are not detected by a BLAST
(blastn) search. Conversely, while MITEs (Miniature Inverted-repeat Transpos-
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able Elements) were not previously present in the TIGR soybean repeat database,
sequences with hits to MITE elements from other organisms in the TIGR plant
repeats are present in many different classes, indicating the presence of several
MITE families in the soybean genome.
De novo detection of abundant sequences in the soybean genome
Identification of repetitive elements using high throughput survey sequencing is
not limited to sequence homology searches to known repeats from other genomes.
Repeats can also be identified based on their over-representation in the data set.
By clustering non-cognate, overlapping DNA sequence fragments using phrap [39]
we were able to identify a comprehensive set of sequences present in many copies
in the soybean genome.
The expected number of cognate contigs obtained by sequencing 7% of a non-
repetitive genome was calculated according to Lander and Waterman [4]. Since 7%
of the genome was sequenced, assembly into non-cognate contigs allows detection
of sequences present in 14 copies or more per genome. The observed excess of
overlapping sequences from phrap assembly was used to estimate the relative
amount of repetitive DNA present in 14 or more copies in the soybean genome.
These calculations are summarized in Table 1. Note that most (81%) of the
predicted repetitive sequence is in contigs that contain more than seven reads,
all of which are likely non-cognate since none are expected to be generated by
chance from non-repetitive DNA. In total, approximately 41% of the total reads
in the survey (293,889 out of 717,383) were found to form contigs only expected
to assemble if the underlying sequence is present in multiple copies [Table 1].
We thus estimate that 41% of the soybean genome is present in more than 14
copies per haploid set. Most of these repeats (comprising an estimated 33% of
the soybean genome) are present in 100 or more copies.
This estimate is in strong agreement with past DNA re-association kinetics
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(Cot measurements), which predict that 30-45% of the soybean genome consists
of highly repetitive DNA, with the total repeat content in the range of 40-60%
[40, 41]. However, unlike Cot measurements, this method gives access to the
underlying sequence of the detected repeats.
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Tables
Table 2.1: Lander-Waterman model predictions for expected contig
depth. Repetitive sequences in the soybean genome quantified using the
difference between the contigs produced by an assembly algorithm with
conservative parameters, and the predictions of the Lander-Waterman model for
sampling a completely non-repetitive genome
Number of Predicted Observed Repetitive reads
reads in contig by model number of (Observed-
contigs predicted)
2 41,126 42,221 2,189
3 2,511 9,742 21,693
4 153 3,498 13,379
5 9 1,646 8,183
6 1 937 5,619
7 0 634 4,438
>7 0 4,213 238,389
total 293,890
Our assembly yielded 20,670 predicted repetitive contigs (contigs assembled
with three or more reads per contig). The Missouri repeat database [42] contains
348 sequences, the soybase.org collection [43] 5,010 repeats, and the TIGR Glycine
repeat database [38] 130 sequences. Using BLAST with an e value cutoff of 1E-6,
we determined that our repeat database contains 19,274 repeats with no similar
sequences in the Missouri collection, 16,261 repeats with no similar sequences in
the soymap.org collection, and 20,124 with no similar sequences present in the
TIGR Glycine repeat database (although more reads from our survey show signif-
icant similarity to TIGR repeats from other organisms, as discussed above).
The most abundant repetitive sequences which assembled into higher-order se-
quence structures were the 92 bp repeat family (GI:402616); these are present in
multiple distinct contigs of higher-order repeats (Table2.2). In total, 26,714 reads,
or 3.7% of the soybean genome sequence, are contained in SB92-like higher-order
repeats. However, the published SB92 repeat sequence, which is found in cen-
tromeres as well as other genomic locations in the annual soybeans [44] matches
only 4,567 reads by BLAST (blastn with e < 1E-6). This indicates the variability
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of the repeat units within the higher-order contigs, many of which are not close
enough to the published, canonical SB92 sequence to match it in our BLAST
search. This is consistent with observations [44] that the SB92 repeat has a high
level of sequence diversity. A total of 51 contigs contain SB92-like sequences (the
most abundant are shown in Table 2.2), but these sequences do not assemble into
a single unit. This indicates that distinct subtypes and higher-order structures of
this satellite sequence are present in the soybean genome.
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Table 2.2: Forty most abundant higher-order repeat sequences in soybean.
ContigID Length % of genome Best Genbank hit Repeat family
80377 13386 0.36 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80376 13092 0.33 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80375 9911 0.26 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80374 8916 0.25 gb|U26701.1|GMU26701 STR120 satellite
Glycine max satellite STR120-B.1
80373 6678 0.23 gb|AF186186.1|AF186186 Glycine max STR120 satellite
retrovirus-like element Calypso5-1 and a retroelement
80372 6743 0.23 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80371 9930 0.21 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80370 8197 0.19 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80369 8269 0.16 gb|U26698.1|GMU26698 STR120 satellite
Glycine max satellite STR120-A.2
80368 9309 0.16 gb|AF297983.1|AF297983 Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS1 tandem repeat region
80367 6325 0.15 previously undescribed retroelement SIRE
80366 5613 0.14 gb|AF297985.1| Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS3 tandem repeat region
80365 7401 0.13 gb|AF297985.1| Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS3 tandem repeat region
80364 3789 0.12 gb|AF297983.1|AF297983 Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS1 repetitive repeat region
80363 5168 0.12 gb|U26699.1|GMU26699 SB92 repeat
Glycine max satellite STR120-A.3
continued on next page
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Table 2.2 continued
ContigID Length % of genome Best Genbank hit Repeat family
80362 4505 0.12 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80361 6307 0.12 gb|AF297983.1|AF297983 Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS1 tandem repeat region
80360 5757 0.12 gb|AF297985.1| Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS3 tandem repeat region
80359 6040 0.11 unknown rpt sequence found in soy ESTs
80358 5454 0.11 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80357 5620 0.11 gb|AF297985.1| Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS3 tandem repeat region
80356 4775 0.11 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80355 2945 0.11 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80354 4673 0.11 previously undescribed retroelement SIRE
80353 2688 0.1 18S ribosomal RNA rRNA
80352 4832 0.1 previously undescribed retroelement SIRE
80351 5601 0.1 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80350 3773 0.09 previously undescribed retroelement SIRE
80349 5318 0.09 gb|AF297983.1|AF297983 Glycine max SB92 repeat
TRS1 tandem repeat region
80348 3781 0.09 emb|Z26334.1|GMP3X1SAT SB92 repeat
G.max satellite DNA
80347 4451 0.09 previously undescribed retroelement Calypso
80346 4068 0.09 previously undescribed retroelement Diaspora
80345 3227 0.09 Previously unknown repeat sequence
80344 6201 0.09 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80343 4527 0.09 previously undescribed retroelement SIRE
80342 4795 0.09 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80341 3733 0.08 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80340 3261 0.08 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80339 5164 0.08 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
80338 4818 0.08 gb|AF297983.1|AF297983 Glycine max SB92 repeat
continued on next page
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Table 2.2 continued
ContigID Length % of genome Best Genbank hit Repeat family
TRS1 tandem repeat region
80337 3649 0.08 previously undescribed retroelement calypso / diaspora
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In addition to a large number of satellite repeats, we detected novel transpos-
able elements (not detected by BLAST (blastn) comparison to the TIGR repeat
database above, presumably because no similar elements are present in that col-
lection). These elements correspond to 25 different classes, including both Type
I and Type II transposons. In support of the hypothesis that MULEs do in fact
exist in the soybean genome, we detected two MULEs in our de novo soybean re-
peat assembly. These MULE elements have contig IDs 39304 (estimated approx.
25 copies/genome) and 66822 (estimated approx. 40 copies/genome).
The 40 most abundant sequences detected by assembly of the survey data, the
number of reads encoding each, and the percentage of the genome that each is pre-
dicted to represent, are summarized in Table 2.2. Note that the list is dominated
by SB92 repeats, STR120 satellites and calypso/diaspora type retrotransposons.
The full list of assembled repeats is available online [34]. An estimated genomic
copy number is given, based on the size of the contig and the number of reads
it contains (see Methods section). However, we are unable to determine from
our survey whether these sequences actually occur in the stated copy number as
contiguous units, or whether fragments of these sequences may occur in separate
locations. The copy number is our best estimate of the relative abundance of
these high-copy-number sequences.
We have compiled and curated the multiple copy sequences discovered using the
above sequencing approach and phrap assembly into a soybean repeat database,
available from the authors’ web site [34].
Methods for Detection and quantitation of repetitive sequences
Phrap [39], compiled with the manyreads option on a dual Xeon 2.4 Ghz server
with 4 GB DDR2 RAM, with the -ace output option, was used for high through-
put assembly of the short read sequences. Parameters were tested to optimize
assembly of higher-order repeats. In most cases the default parameters for scores,
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pentalties, trimming (-trim qual = 13 -trim score = 20) were found to be optimal.
The assembly of the short reads was found to be very sensitive to the -minmatch
parameter. Minmatch values above 14 led to higher-order repeats validated by
PCR not being assembled, while values of 12 or less caused the program to crash.
Ultimately, 14, the default value, was the value used for the assembly described
here. The resultant contigs were either 1) sequences which overlapped by chance,
or 2) sequences present in multiple copies per genome. We modeled the prob-
ability of generating contigs from sequences which overlap by chance using an
implementation of the Poisson distribution developed by Lander and Waterman
[4]. The number of contigs expected containing a number of reads j is given by
equation 1.
Ne−2cσ (1− ecσ)j−1
c =
LN
G
, σ = 1− T
L
Where N is the number of reads, L is the read length, G the haploid genome
size in base pairs, and T the base pair overlap required for contig formation
(in this case equivalent to the phrap minmatch parameter, 14). The ’expected’
number of reads (from a perfectly non-repetitive genome) was subtracted from
the observed number of reads in order to determine the repeated sequences. No
contigs containing more than five reads were expected to occur by chance given
the depth of coverage of our survey (Table 2.1).
Using survey data for genomic copy number analysis
Assuming that sequences in our genomic DNA survey are sampled without bias for
particular sequence types, the genomic dataset provides a method of estimating
the copy number of any genomic sequence. Since the reads are shorter than Sanger
sequencing reads, the same amount of sequence provides a higher sampling rate
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throughout the genome. A 7% coverage survey with 109.5 bp reads provides 6.25
reads per 10 kb of single copy sequence. By comparison, a Sanger-based survey
with 700 bp reads, and with no read pairing, would have a sampling rate of 1
fragment/10 kb at 7% coverage. Since most Sanger sequencing is done using read
pairs, this would further reduce the effective sampling rate to one read pair ( 1,400
bp) per 20 kb of genomic sequence. Hence, the 454 pyrosequencing survey data
can be used to estimate the copy number of any 10 kb window of genomic sequence
with relative accuracy, as well as detect high-copy-number sequences accurately
across much shorter windows.
We utilized the sequence of the CHS region, used earlier to probe the accuracy
of the genomic survey sequences, to demonstrate the utility of this approach to
detect repeats. The CHS sequence is extensively annotated at the gene level but
not previously annotated for noncoding repetitive regions, since no databases of
repeats were available to the authors of that study [36]. The survey reads with
substantial identity to this region were identified with BLAT, then assembled to
the genomic sequence backbone, and further inconsistent matches were excluded
using a blastz [45] alignment (using default options for gap penalties, MSP and gap
thresholds, chaining and word size). The resulting alignment consists of closely
related, but not necessarily directly cognate sequences, since repetitive sequences
from other genomic regions are intended to assemble with the repetitive regions
in the query sequence, allowing them to be visualized.
Since approximately 7% of the genome was sequenced, approximately 7% cover-
age is expected for single-copy sequences, and higher coverage indicates repeated
regions. Expected copy number can thus be calculated from the coverage of each
sequence window across the alignment. Many regions would be expected to be
present in two or more copies as a result of the history of the soybean genome,
which involves relatively recent duplication [46]. Using the laj viewer [47] and
scripts written in-house [34] (source code available on request from the authors),
we created graphical views of the alignment. The resulting graphic [Figure 2.2A]
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shows the superimposition of the microbead reads matching the BAC sequence
containing the 103-Kb region surrounding the CHS locus. This clearly defines
regions of the BAC that are present in multiple copies per genome, and shows
estimated copy number of these regions.
We repeated this analysis with two more BACs available from the soymap.org
site [48]. Neither BAC had any associated annotation at the time of writing. The
BAC clone GM WBb0078A23 is derived from a pericentromeric region, whereas
GM WBb0098N11 is from a euchromatic region of the genome [S. Jackson, Pur-
due University, personal communication]. The two euchromatic BACs [Figure
2.2A and 2.2B] have a similar appearance low or single copy regions form most of
the sequence, and they are interspersed by sequences that are found in tens, hun-
dreds or thousands of copies, such as stretches of satellite repeats or transposable
elements. In contrast, the pericentromeric sequence is composed to large extent
of sequences that are present in hundreds or thousands of copies [Figure 2.2C].
Note that some regions of the pericentromeric BAC are estimated to be present
in few copies, possibly as few as one copy, per genome. This approach is thus
potentially useful for detecting unique, possibly genic regions within sequences
that are largely repetitive.
Copy number estimation
DNA fragments were matched to the fragment for which copy number is to be
determined using BLAT [37]. The number of base pairs matching in BLAT hits
with 100% sequence identity was used to provide a minimum copy number, since
duplicated genes may have highly similar sequences. Estimated copy number, C,
within any sequence window was calculated by equation 2:
C =
o
e
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e =
cw
L
, c = 1− LN
G
Where o represents the observed number of reads matching the sequence win-
dow, e represents the expected number of reads matching a single-copy sequence
window of size w, c represents coverage, w represents window size in base pairs,
N the total number of reads in the survey, L the average read length of the survey
in base pairs, and G the haploid genome size in base pairs. In this survey, c =
0.07 and L = 109.5. For the purposes of this study, any region of a clone with an
estimated copy number less than one was assigned an estimated copy number of
one.
Assembly of sequences to exemplar BAC sequences using BLAT and
BLASTZ
For estimation of quality using assembled reads to the 103 kb exemplar sequence
[36] BLAT [37] was used with a 95% identity cutoff (otherwise with default nu-
cleotide options) to identify strongly matching reads. All matching reads were
then excluded where the matching block did not extend across 98% or more of
the entire read, thereby removing reads that did not match at this identity level
across their entire length. Estimated probability of any base being correct was
then calculated by dividing the number of matching bases by the number of mis-
matched bases, plus any bases at the end of the read not included in the matching
block, plus the number of matching bases. Percentage of correctly matched bases
was given by the correct-base probability multiplied by 100.
For copy number estimation, survey reads were identified as being contiguous
with the BAC sequence using BLAT with default parameters, a tile-size of 11
and a minimum score of 30 (this results in a ”significant” match criterion of a
minimum exact match of two eleven-base tiles with an intervening gap of two
or fewer bases, and a minimum percentage match of 90% across the entire block
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generally in our experience this is roughly equivalent to a blastn search with e-
value cutoff of 1E -20). In the copy number estimation [Fig 2.2], an alignment was
performed using blastz [45] with default options for gap penalties, MSP and gap
thresholds, chaining and word size. Reads not producing an alignment matching
these criteria were excluded. The Laj applet [47] was then used for visualization
for Figure 2.2 and for the web site alignment tool. A modified version of the laj
viewer was used to generate a visualization showing the percentage identity of the
454 read to the the BAC sequence. In this view the difference in sequence-level
conservation of the repeat units is displayed. Euchromatic clone BAC I clearly
shows three longish repeat elements that show a high degree of conservation in
the genome [Fig 2.3] while Euchromatic clone BAC II shows a more dispered
signature of repeat elements with a significantly lower degree of conservation [Fig
2.4]. The pericentromeric BAC clone [Fig 2.5] shows very high repeat content and
the majority of these repeats are highly conserved in the genome.
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Figure 2.2: Alignment of sequence survey reads to BAC clones. The figure
shows a graphic of the alignment of survey reads using BLASTZ to three genomic Bacterial
Artificial Chromosome (BAC) sequences of soybean DNA, and estimation of copy number.
Copy number was estimated according to the number of sequence survey reads aligning to
each 1 kb window of the BACs. The alignment represents the superposition of identical or
closely related sequences on the BAC sequence, in order to visualize the individual reads
showing regions present in many copies per genome. The BAC sequences were: A) The
euchromatic BAC described by Clough et al.(20); B) the euchromatic BAC GM WBb0098N11;
C) the BAC GM WBb0078A23 from a heterochromatic region.
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In addition to developing a database of repetitive sequences, we have developed
a graphical tool for alignment of any sequence to the raw read data, to allow
the detection of repetitive regions. The whole-genome copy number of sequence
fragments from BAC or other genomic clones can be assessed using the search
and alignment viewer, which is available at the authors’ web site [34].
BLAST searches
Where not otherwise stated, BLAST [49] programs were used with an e value
cutoff of 1E-6, and repetitive sequence filtering on except when matching to repeat
databases, where the filter was off. The number of significant hits and alignments
(-v and -b options) was limited to 20. Otherwise the parameters were used at
default settings.
Higher-order structure of repeats within satellite sequence
We were able to assemble some of the smaller, tandem satellite repeats detected in
our survey (for example, the previously known STR120 repeat) into non-cognate
but deeply sequenced higher-order units using the data from our high-coverage
survey. Other sequences, such as retrotransposons, were assembled into a single
unit.
In order to validate the assembly of selected assembled abundant sequences,
both single unit and higher-order satellite, we used PCR amplification to de-
termine the presence of a block of the predicted size in the genome, and used
conventional sequencing to confirm the identity of the fragment. Three such am-
plicons, two higher-order satellite sequences and one putative retroelement, were
amplified from genomic DNA to provide validation of the non-cognate assembly
data. The fragments from Contig 80285 (gag-pol) and Contig 80369 (STR120
repeat) were cloned and the fragment ends sequenced from vector primers. The
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fragment from Contig 80374 (another STR120 higher order repeat) was refractory
to cloning, and was sequenced in part directly from the gel-purified PCR product
using the amplification primers. All sequences matched the contig assembled from
the 454 sequence survey, with some base mismatches. Fragments 1 and 2 matched
their predicted contigs with > 95% sequence identity across the sequenced length
in a global pairwise alignment. No sequence was 100% identical to the predicted
contig, probably due to the degeneracy between similar repeats expected in vivo.
Fragment 3 was more divergent to our predicted sequence, with a BLAST match
at > 95% identity but an overall identity of 87% to the predicted contig in a global
pairwise alignment. We attribute this to a higher level of degeneracy within this
higher-order repeat family in vivo, with the cloned fragment being divergent from
the most common sequence predicted by the genome survey.
Amplification and sequencing of repetitive DNA sequences
DNA was amplified using the PCR in an MJ research DNA Engine thermal cycler
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), and reaction conditions were modified to favor amplifi-
cation of repeats. Reactions were performed in a total volume of 50 ul containing
30 ng/ul Soybean genomic DNA, 1.2 mM MgCl, 0.1 ug/ul BSA, 0.15 mM dNTPs,
0.025 units/ul of Extaq (Takara Mirus Bio, Madison, WI), 0.6 Ex taq buffer, and
0.05 uM of each oligonucleotide primer. Initial denaturing was at 94 C for 2 min.
This was followed by 30 cycles of a 30s denaturing step at 94C, a 40s anneal-
ing step at 58C and a 3m extension at 72C. This was followed by a 30 m final
extension at 72C.
The primer pairs used were:
MH103 (CATCCATGTTGGTAAGCACCAG) and
MH104 (GGGCATAATAAGGCTTTACACGT),
MH123 (GGTGCAGTTATGGTTTGGGA) and
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MH124 (TCTAGAGGTATCATCACTCAAG),
MH155 (TAAAGATGTATTGTCGGAAGATGGGGGC) and
MH156 (TCGAGTTTGGTGCTGTGTTAAATGATTGC).
These primers were designed to amplify segments of Contigs 80285, 80374 and
80369 respectively. The primers were designed completely from sequence derived
from assembly of non-cognate small 454 sequence reads. The base quality lev-
els from the 454 sequence assembly had Q values of 40 or greater for all bases
underlying the primer.
Plasmid cloning of PCR products was performed using T/A overhang cloning
into pGEM-T easy (Promega, Madison, WI). The clones were end-sequenced using
BigDye terminator premix (ABI, Foster City, CA) and the vector primers SP6 and
T7. Products that failed to clone were end sequenced with the primers used to
amplify the product.
Analysis of conceptual translations from genomic reads
The average read size of our survey was 109.5 bp, giving a maximum average
open reading frame size of 37 amino acids. Consequently, reads that are derived
completely from exonic sequence are a potential source of partial protein sequence.
The GMGI database v. 12.0 was used to estimate our survey’s coverage of coding
regions of the genome [50]. This contains 63,676 sequences with an average length
of 594 base pairs. A BLAST (blastn) search was performed with each GMGI
sequence as a query and the survey reads as a database, with an expect value
cutoff of 1E-6. Figure 1.3A shows the number of soybean ESTs with 95% or
higher nucleotide level sequence matches to the raw reads, 23,389 of 63,676, or
37%. Since seven percent of the genome was covered with average 109.5 base pair
reads, we expect approximately 37% of the ESTs known from soybean to have hits
to the genomic reads. This concordance provides further evidence of the unbiased
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random sampling of genomic sequence by our sequencing method, and further
evidence that the genome size estimate of 1,115 megabases of Arumuganathan
and Earle [35] is approximately correct.
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Figure 2.6: Annotation of protein ORFs with hits to public database.
A) Proportion of EST clones from the Glycine Max Gene Index (GMGI) matched by 454
reads at 95% and 100% sequence identity (using BLAST with e < 1E-6). The total number of
sequences matching at 95% or higher identity is 37% of total EST clones. Note that few
sequences match at 100% identity due to the error rate of the 454 pyrosequencing used for this
study.B) Coding fragments discovered within the short reads (with e values to the GenBank
protein (nr) database < 1E-6), and their closest protein-level sequence hit by taxonomy of the
source organism of the database sequence.
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In addition to sequences that have hits to the GMGI EST collection, a number
of reads contained open reading frames with BLAST hits to known proteins from
other organisms, but no hits to soybean ESTs or other soybean sequences. Figure
2.3B shows the distribution of coding fragments with an open reading frame giving
a 1E-6 or lower BLAST (blastp) e value to the nr database, and the taxonomy
of the organism from which the closest sequence in that database was generated.
This demonstrates the coverage of the existing EST collection, with over 50% of
protein sequence derived from survey reads matching Glycine proteins that are
already known. In total, 10,464 of the survey reads were identified as derived
from likely conserved protein coding regions (using e < 1E-6 BLAST (blastx) hits
to the nr database); 41% of the identified protein fragments have no detectable
similarity to known soybean protein sequences, giving over 4,000 potential novel
soybean protein fragments with similar, conserved protein sequences known from
other organisms.
Protein coding sequence detection and annotation
Sequence reads were translated in all six reading frames and resulting putative
peptides were matched to the GenBank nr database. Reading frame translations
with BLAST (blastp) hits of 1E-6 or lower were considered to be coding sequence
fragments. Percentage identity across the matched region, as given by the BLAST
output, was then further used to divide the matches into the groups shown in
Figure 1.3.
2.1.4 Discussion
Comparison of 454 survey sequences to previously sequenced BAC clones can
reveal regions of multiple-copy sequence and allow approximate quantitation of
copy number. Since no bacterial cloning is necessary, a significant advantage of
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this approach is that repetitive sequences which are refractory to cloning in E.
coli [31] can be characterized without a cloning step.
It is possible to use the survey sequences to reconstruct a representative dataset
of soybean highly-repetitive sequences in silico on a whole-genome scale, because
sequences which assemble with 7% genome coverage will almost all be present in
multiple copies. Using this method 20,670 multi-copy sequences were found, of
which 4,213 are estimated to be present in 100 or more copies per genome. These
sequences include transposons, satellites, putative centromeric and telomeric re-
peats (often in higher-order repeat units) and multi-copy genes such as those for
ribosomal RNA. We have collated, curated and annotated these repeat sequences
and developed an on-line database where these sequences can be accessed and
searched, and we believe they have utility and biological interest in addition to
the detection of repeats for genome assembly. For example, since MULEs can
be domesticated to perform conserved developmental tasks [51] it is possible the
MULEs detected using this survey in soybean will be of broader biological inter-
est.
Exclusion of these multi-copy sequences and low-complexity simple repetitive
DNA gives a dataset of ”low or single-copy” DNA sequences that can be po-
tentially used to derive genetic markers in subsequent experiments. Agreement
with previous Cot measurements [40, 41] provides evidence of a lack of bias in
genomic sampling using the 454 sequencing procedure, thus it is possible that
high-coverage surveys will be able to detect single-copy regions with greater ac-
curacy than current methods.
Of the 20,670 repeats discovered in our survey, an interesting class are the
higher-order repeats composed of slightly divergent repeat units of between 30
and 220 nucleotides. This class represents many of the most abundant repeats
in soybean [Table 2]. Eukaryotic centromeres are typically composed of satellite
sequences with a repeat frequency of between 150 and 210 nucleotides, or approxi-
mately the amount of DNA required to fold around a nucleosome [52]. Two 92 bp
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repeats (based on our analysis, the most abundant sequence family in the soybean
genome) form a repeat unit of 184 bp, making these sequences a candidate for a
centromeric or pericentromeric satellite. Such satellite sequences, while conserved
in size, are highly variable in sequence even within a plant species [53] and show
more rapid evolutionary change than euchromatic sequences [52, 54] consequently
it is expected that soybean repeats show little sequence similarity to those known
in Arabidopsis and its relatives [Table 2.2].
In humans [55] and in Arabidopsis [56] centromeric repeats have been shown
to consist of higher order arrays, composed of closely related yet divergent nucle-
osomal repeat monomers. Our short-read sequencing data allows global analysis
of such higher-order structures within abundant satellite DNA, and several se-
quences in Table 2.2 and the repeat database [34] represent such higher order
repeat families, producing contigs between 2,500 and 14,000 base pairs in length.
Speculatively, therefore, some of these sequences may represent novel centromeric
repeats. These relatively large, high-copy-number satellite repeats are difficult to
access by other means, and are often not included even in ”completed” genomes
such as Arabidopsis [53] because of difficulties in obtaining or assembling BAC
clones. A detailed catalog of these higher-order repeats is an important product
of the survey approach we describe. Knowledge of these higher order sequences
provides both a screen for clones containing such problem sequences, and poten-
tially a method to generate more detailed knowledge of tandem repetitive regions
such as centromeres or telomeres.
In a genome such as soybean, where substantial EST sequencing has been per-
formed, but the genome itself is not completely sequenced, the genomic survey
data can also provide estimates of the copy number of any genes characterized at
the molecular level. Copy number of genes is known to affect agronomically rele-
vant traits in soybean, such as allergenicity [57]. In addition to gene copy number
estimation, detailed knowledge of repeat sequences, and the ability to screen these
sequences from any shotgun genome sequencing dataset, are of significant value
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to any sequencing and assembly project. While our survey was aimed primar-
ily at investigating repetitive sequences, we also generated some data on partial
protein-coding sequences. Most of the sequences we discover with hits to known
proteins, but not to known soybean proteins, are likely to represent the regions
of incomplete coverage within transcripts partially covered by known ESTs. It is
also possible that some of our short sequences are not of sufficient length to gener-
ate significant hits. However, some hits from non-plant eukaryotes, bacteria and
viruses are seen. These sequences may indicate the presence of a small number of
coding sequences in soybean without homology in the completely sequenced plant
genomes. We cannot exclude the possibility that our sequences are too short to
generate significant scoring alignments with some orthologous plant proteins. It
is also possible that these sequences result from microbial DNA contamination, or
that homologous proteins exist within, for example Arabidopsis or rice but that
these proteins have not been annotated and placed in the nr database. The utility
of such a coding region fragment discovery project includes the potential to design
microarray probes to coding sequences that may not be present even in detailed
EST sequence sets.
2.1.5 Conclusion
We have developed and validated a method for genomic survey sequencing; a
high-coverage, short-read genome survey using 454 pyrosequencing. This method
provides no de novo assembled sequence, and is not a replacement for conventional
shotgun genomic sequencing, or for EST sequencing. However, rapid sequencing
of many short genomic fragments gives a clear picture of overall genome com-
position. Given the much lower cost of the method when compared to Sanger-
based whole-genome sequencing or EST sequencing, it can provide a substantial
amount of information as a preliminary step to characterize large, unsequenced
genomes.
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Even much higher coverage sequencing of soybean, using random short reads
of the size described here, would be unlikely to allow the assembly of a complete
genome sequence. Short sequence fragments, together with the extensive repeats
we describe, would cause insoluble difficulties in whole-genome assembly. How-
ever, a 454 pyrosequencing genome survey allows the derivation of many types
of valuable information, including repeat composition, genome size and genomic
copy number. Higher coverage would further increase the value of this type of
survey, in particular the coverage of single-copy protein-coding sequences. Ul-
timately, advances in read length (up to 500 bp or more), and the availability
of paired reads, could make possible true whole-genome shotgun sequencing of
soybean and other crop plants at greatly reduced cost.
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2.2 Identification of repeating units and use in
karyotyping Glycine max chromosomes
2.2.1 Introduction
Despite the generation of large volumes of sequence information in genome surveys
and the subsequent whole genome sequencing effort the unambigous assignment of
the sequences to individual soybean chromosomes is still challenging. Numerous
efforts by the soybean research community, applying various marker generation
methods over the past few decades, helped develop fairly detailed genetic link-
age maps for soybean. More recently, twenty molecular linkage groups had been
characterized, using SSR markers, to correspond to the twenty soybean chromo-
somes.
Despite the availability of multiple genetic maps and the development and ap-
plication of numerous technologies to generate a genetic linkage map, substantial
difficulty existed in the production of a cytogenetic map for soybean. The con-
founding issue was primarily the size and shape of the soybean chromosomes
themselves. Glycine max, and its close relative Glycine soja have a 2n=40 set of
chromosomes in vegetative cells. The 20 chromosomes in each set are remarkably
identical in size and show almost no distinguishing cytological features. The sec-
ondary problem is that the relatively recent whole genome duplication in soybean
means that most hybridization based methods are unable to distinguish between
the highly similar chromosomal stretches. On the other hand centromeric repeats
are known to diverge rapidly [52] and are stably inherited loci within a species,
hence are extremely useful as karyotyping probes. The challenge, then, is to
identify centromeric repeats and characterize the variation within them, with the
purpose of identifying regions of conservation and regions of divergence.
The ability to differentiate different chromosomes of the plant is important,
particularly in crosses with other species. Such crosses can be highly beneficial
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to crop species to introgress agronomically important traits. Soybean especially
has been used numerous times to generate such wide crosses [58]. Additionally
a clear cytogenetic map allows tracking of chromosomal translocations and other
chromosome scale events within different lines. Chromosomal evolution and cen-
tromeric studies would also benefit greatly from an unambigous karyotype that
can be linked to a genetic linkage map. Nonetheless it is virtually impossible to
karyotype the individual chromosomes of the soybean plant through microscopy
owing to their very similar shapes and sizes. Soybean chromosomes were initially
karyotyped using the typical methods of chromatin content and chromosomal arm
lengths [59]. While useful, the routine usage of this method was both challenging
and error-prone due to the extensive experience required to discern these minor
differences.
Previous attempts at characterizing the size and content of soybean centromeres
had identifed the 92bp short tandem repeat (named as SB92) as strongly linked to
the centromeres of the soybean chromosomes [60]. Two more short tandem repeats
with repeat unit lengths of 120bp(STR120) [61] and 102bp(STR102) [62]were iden-
tified to be enriched in the pericentromeric regions along with numerous longer
transposable elements. The gypsy and copia families of transposable elements
are highly abundant in the soybean genome [9]. All of these sequences were, in
turn, proposed as candidates for centromeric repeats and utilised as in situ probes
to determine copy number and localization in the soybean genome. The survey
sequencing effort described previously proved instrumental in categorizing all the
sub-species of these repeats, especially the SB92 repeat family. Centromeric se-
quences have been reported to diverge between each chromosome of an organism
while still maintaining an overall similarity [52]. Among all the soybean repeats
discovered the SB92 family fits this behavior of the centromeric repeats best.
Therefore we hypothesized that the variants of the SB92 family might be differ-
entially associated with the centromeres of different soybean chromosomes.
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SB92 repeat family
Vahedian et al [44], and independently, Kolchinsy and Gresshoff [63] first described
a short tandem repeat by hybridizing labelled total soybean DNA to a soybean
genomic DNA library and by studying the low molecular weight bands generated
by a restriction enzyme with infrequent sites. Vahedian et al, in their study,
showed that the soybean genomic DNA hybridizes heavily to a particular clone and
that restriction digests of genomic DNA show a periodicity of about 90bp. It was
also shown that digestion by a methylation sensitive enzyme failed to reproduce
this periodicity, thereby implying that this sequence is heavily methylated in
the soybean genome. The generation of a ladder with units in increment of 90
bp also suggests that the sequence is present in large tandemly repeated blocks
but the repeating units themselves show sufficient sequence diversity to alter the
presence of the restriction site within each unit. Similar results were obtained by
Kolchinsky and Gresshoff using a different restriction enzyme and they were able
to isolate and directly clone the smallest repeat unit and the assumed trimer of
the repeat.
Also, similar ladders with periodicity of 92 bases were obtained from multi-
ple enzymes which identify different recognition sequences, implying that the se-
quence variation along the length of this short repeat is fairly large. Kolchinsy
and Gresshoff identified 10 differing repeats from genomic DNA and estimated
the sequence conservation across them to be about 92%. A fairly crude charac-
terization of the copy number for this sequence in the soybean genome estimated
that the sequence is present at approximately 100,000 copies in the genome. Thus
the tandem repeat identified seemed to possess all the salient features of a cen-
tromeric repeat, namely a high copy number, a short repeating unit arranged in
large tandem batteries and a high amount of sequence diversity.
On sequencing the clone Vahedian et al. identified a 190bp sequence fragment
that consisted two short repeating units. The first unit was 92 bp long and labelled
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the SB92 repeat while the second was 91bp long and labeled the SB91 repeat.
Further sequencing using specific primers and amplification from genomic DNA
identified a small amount of variation in the identified sequences. Kolchinsy and
Gresshoff on the other hand reported that while the repeats show a large amount
of sequence diversity the length of the repeating unit is fixed at 92bp. Nonetheless,
both papers concluded that the SB92 repeat and its variants are centromeric in
nature and that the inherent variation within the sequence should be helpful
to karyotype the soybean chromosomes. Subsequent studies [62] attempted to
follow the localization, of the two variants orginally reported, with the specific
goal of differentiating the two chromosome sets from the most recent genome
duplication.
More recently the SB92 family has been classified into two families of repeats,
named CentGm-1 and CentGm-2, that show significant divergence from each
other. The CentGm-1 family of repeats show a higher degree of similarity to
the canonical SB92 sequence generated by Vahedian et al and represented by
Contig80377 in non-cognate assembly of survey reads [9]. On the other hand, the
CentGm-2 family of repeats is closer to the repeat earlier called SB91 and is best
represented by Contig80371 in the non-cognate assembly.
Allopolyploidy in soybean
Soybean and other diploid Glycine species have 20 pairs of chromosomes and are
believed to have undergone a whole genome duplication compared to the other
crop species from the legume family. Numerous studies based on restriction frag-
ment length polymorphisms (RFLP) [64], sequence analysis of dupilcate genes,
and BAC based FISH provide evidence for the presence of two highly similar
homeologous regions in the soybean genome. Further evidence was provided by
integration of the high density genetic and physical maps of soybean [65]. While
the evidence for polyploidy, both recent and ancient, was and is fairly substantial
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in the published literature there was little consensus on whether the more recent
polyploidization event occured by whole genome duplication of a single ances-
tor with 2n=20 or through the cross of 2 distinct 2n=20 progenitors. Sequence
analysis of duplicated regions did not provide evidence of sequence similarity to
two distinct extant species that could have served as, or been derived from, the
anticipated progenitors. This result can be interpreted as either evidence for au-
topolyploidy invovlving a single progenitor or the loss of the both progenitor lines
after the hybridization event. One line of evidence for the allopolyploidy hypoth-
esis was the early description of two variants within the SB92 family [44] allowing
the possibility of two distinct centromeric sequences, each of which could have
been derived from a distinct progenitor. The great degree of sequence similarity
between these variants could then be explained as either convergent evolution of
centromeric repeats to allow viable meiotic pairing and stable spindle association
within the nucleus. Alternately the two progenitor cross to produce the hybrid
could have occurred very shortly after the speciation event(s) leading to their
separation and the limited timeframe between the speciation and recombination
resulted in relatively less divergent centromeric repeats.
2.2.2 Methods for tandem repeat identification
In the survey sequencing study described previously [9] we identified the most
abundant repeat units in the soybean genome and computed their approximate
copy number, using a 454 sequence survey of randomly sheared genomic DNA
from the Williams 82 line of soybean. The non-cognate assembly produced 80377
”contigs” that separate individual elements of a repeat family and join them
into their, presumably, higher order tandem occurrences in the genome. Thus,
Contig80377 (a sequence that contains multiple slight variations of the CentGm1
repeat in tandem; i.e., a higher order repeat of CentGm1) is the single most
abundant sequence in the soybean genome. Contig80377 and numerous other
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repeat contigs captured the local variants in the SB92 repeat family. Since the
assembly was created from randomly generated survey DNA sequences, the depth
of the contig is expected to correlate with the copy number of that repeat element
in the genome. Because of this, the higher the number assigned to the contig (the
highest being 80377), the higher the copy number of that repeat in the soybean
genome.
The low coverage survey and noncognate assembly thus successfully separated
the slight variants of the small tandem repeats (such as SB92), as well as gener-
ated assemblies of larger repeats such as transposons. This very same property
of the tandem repeats confounds whole genome assemblies as the one attempted
for the soybean genome [18] and tandemly repeated regions were therefore not
included in the genome assembly. While the variant separation in the larger as-
sembled noncognate contigs produced by the survey assembly allows identification
of sequence diversity within a family, the individual contigs still need to be de-
convoluted to identify the monomer repeating unit constituting each contig. For
this purpose, mreps software [66] was used to identify contigs that consisted of
tandemly repeated, slightly varied monomers.
The noncognate contigs were sorted by read depth and the 500 contigs with
greatest depth were analyzed with mreps. The program was asked to identify all
tandemly repeated elements with a 10 bp or longer monomer with a small level of
“fuzziness” allowed by sepcifying a value of 5 to the resolution parameter. With
these settings the program is expected to identify short tandem repeats that are
almost identical while filtering out very small repeats and ignoring simple repeats
such as homopolymeric stretches. Since the goal for this analysis was to identify
sequences in large batteries showing enough identity to hybridize to the same
probe, the stringency level chosen was high. The resulting output file was parsed
using a Perl script.
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2.2.3 Results
We identified 3 large tandem repeat families, all of which had an estimated copy
number of over 1,000 copies in the genome: the SB92 family subdivided into the
CentGm-1 and CentGm-2, the STR120 family, and a novel repeat with a monomer
of 86 bp that had not been described previously. Following covention we labeled
the novel repeat SB86. The SB92 and STR120 repeat families were represented
by multiple contigs and thus numerous monomers were identified from each of the
contigs. The identified monomers from each contig were aligned to each other to
aid in the identification of regions of high and low sequence conservation.
SB92 family
The SB92 family was represented by numerous contigs in the assembly. Often
each of the contigs yielded slightly different monomers in different positions along
the contig. Given the noncognate nature of the assembly these variants likely rep-
resent repeat elements derived from different regions of the centromeric and/or
pericentromeric regions. This is especially likely in the contigs that show a greater
diversity between the monomers since previous studies in centromeric repeat evo-
lution [52] indicate that centromeric repeats display a strong tendency to undergo
convergent evolution locally.
A well conserved 92 bp monomer was identified from 15 different contigs, of
which 3 showed multiple monomers within the same contig. Two contigs, Con-
tig80377 and Contig80371, contained many kilobases of contiguous sequence com-
posed locally of highly similar monomers. The monomers from each contig showed
enough sequence similarity to be identified by a BLAST alignment against the
canonical SB92 sequence and yet had a few regions of sequence diversity. Con-
tig80377, contig with the greatest depth, in particular had multiple monomers
each differing slightly from each other and the canonical SB92 sequence.
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SB86 repeat
Contig80186 is a 1703 bp long higher order repeat structure and was assembled
from 243 reads. mreps reported that 1300bp of this contig is composed of a
repeating monomer of 86 bp. This 86 bp repeat bore no resemblance to any
of the previously identified tandem repeats in soybean. Using the equation for
copy number estimation [9], it can be estimated that the 86 bp repeat is present
in 19000 copies in the genome. Additionally, the absence of much interspersing
sequence between the 86bp repeat units in the structure of this contig suggests that
this repeat is most likely present in a single or few loci in the genome as opposed
to being interspersed with other repeats like STR120, for example. Therefore this
sequence was identified as an ideal target for designing a FISH probe.
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Probe Design
Probes were designed for each of the repeating monomers using a simple set of
rules, namely, each probe must be at least 50% GC, 25 bp long, and specifically
identify one repeat subfamily. Each probe was made as an oligonucleotide la-
beled with a fluorochrome for screening as karyokaryotyping agents. Due to the
multitude of monomers that are part of the SB92 family and hence the lack of
a true consensus sequence for the SB92 family of repeats, probes were designed
manually from sequence alignments. Some of the probes for the SB92 family were
designed to hybridize to the most conserved regions of the repeat while others
were designed to the variant regions. Each probe was then used as a karyotyping
agent and scored for the ability to produce the widest possible range of signals
among the chromosomes. The expectation was that the differences in hybridiza-
tion efficiency among the variants in the family and the copy number differences
of variants would together produce a specific combination of hybridization sig-
nals that allowed the distinction of chromosomes. Probes that showed useful,
discriminative patterns for karyotyping were retained.
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Final cocktail of FISH probes for Soybean karyotyping
None of the probes were individually sufficient to discern all the chromosomes.
A methodology to karyotype chromosomes using a mixture of short DNA probes
was applied successfully to Zea mays [67]. A similar approach was attempted in
soybean with many combinations of probes. The STR120 and STR102 probes
were rejected due to a high background signal. The cocktail of oligonucleotide
probes that provided the best resolution was as follows:
SB92 family probes:
1. TTGCTCAGAGCTTCAACATTCAATT
2. AAGCTCTGAGCAAATTCAAACGAC
3. CGAGAAATTCAAATGGTCATAACT
4. TTCACTCGGATGTCCGATTCGAGGA
5. TTCTCGAGAGCTTCCGTTGTTCAAT
SB86 probe:
ATGTGATCTTTGTTATTTTCCCG
This cocktail of probes was sufficient to label all the chromosome pairs in soy-
bean but lacked the ability to discriminate all the pairs. Therefore, an additional
probe to the 18s rDNA and 10 BAC based probes were employed in the final cock-
tail to completely and unambigously label each of the 20 chromosome pairs.
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2.2.4 Discussion
Centromeric repeats are unique among tandem repeats in a genome since they
seemingly diverge quickly after speciation events and to a lesser degree between
the individual chromosomes in the genome. In addition these repeats undergo
rapid and uneven expansion through tandem duplications. This process of rapid
evolution generates a unique signal of sequence and copy number variation be-
tween the chromosomes that in recent years has been exploited to visually differen-
tiate between the chromosomes, often in a mitotic spread. Somewhat countering
the rapid evolution is the demonstrated covergent evolution of tandem repeats in
close proximity.
The soybean genome, like many plant genomes, is rich in repeats. The repeat
content, specifically the high-copy-number repeat content, of the soybean genome
was estimated to be as high as 40% by numerous studies. Unlike monocot crop
species (e.g. maize and rice), soybean displayed distinct organization of hete-
rochromatic and euchromatic regions [62]. The centromeric and pericentromeric
regions were shown to be very high in repeat content and relatively gene poor.
Previous studies had identified the SB92 and STR120-STR102 repeats as being
strongly associated with the centromeric and pericentromeric regions. Our sur-
vey sequencing had identified both these repeat families as being present in many
thousands of copies in the genome, with the SB92 repeat being especially domi-
nant. In addition, the SB86 repeat was estimated to be a abundant repeat albeit,
with far fewer occurrences than the previous two mentioned. The STR120 family,
despite its abundance, proved to be a poor candidate for generating a discernible
FISH signal implying that this repeat likely occurs in a more dispersed form in
the genome and is most likely not centromeric in nature.
The SB86 repeat is very interesting since it shows a clear hybridization signal
on a single chromosome pair. This signal does not correspond to the primary
constriction of that chromsome pair, which itself shows a fairly strong SB92 sig-
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nal. Therefore, the SB86 repeat is present in a large battery of tandem repeats
in a single locus in the soybean genome not associated with the apparent cen-
tromere. This sequence could therefore be the location of the incipient evolution
of a neocentromere in soybean. Alternately this locus and the short repeat might
be the last remnant of a different centromeric repeat that is in the process of being
eliminated and replaced by the SB92 family.
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A recent study of soybean centromeric sequences [68] using ChIP pulldowns
with a specific antibody characterized the sequences associated with Centromere-
specific Histone3 (CENH3). In their study Tek et al. identified the CentGm-1 and
a family of previsouly described non-autonomous retrotransposons [69] as being
bound to the GmCENH3 protein. The family of nonautonomous retroelements
named Family 6 was discovered by Wawrzynski et al. by comparing repeats from
multiple legume species and they identified Contig80367 from our noncognate as-
sembly as its best match in the survey sequencing. Tek et al. also identified a
new 411 bp repeat element they christened CentGm-4. While this novel repeat
sequence fits most classic parameters of centromeric repeats, the size of its repeat-
ing unit is much larger than anticipated for a centromeric repeat. Subsequent se-
quence comparisons showed that the 411 bp repeat was assembled into seven sep-
arate contigs namely Contig79817,Contig80235,Contig80240,Contig80260, Con-
tig80262 and Contig270, in the asseembly. The large periodicity (number of base-
pairs before the repeat unit starts over again) of the repeat in its tandem batteries
and slightly higher variation between the adjoining repeat units seen in this re-
peat precluded this unit from identification using the repeat unit identification
method used in our study. Therefore, even though the unit was present in mul-
tiple contigs and the resulting copy number was in between the SB92 and SB86
repeats, our method fails to identify the larger repeat unit. Adjusting the param-
eters to the mreps program to allow more divergence between the monomers of a
tandem repeat would most likely rectify this problem, but beyond a certain level
of stringency relaxation would increase the false positive rate. There would also
be an accompanying reduction in the ability to discriminate between divergent
members of a repeat family that was critical in our development of probes for the
SB92 family. Therefore any future applications of this method in other species
would likely benefit from repeating the tandem repeat identification by decreasing
the stringency level recursively and collecting the newly identified units from each
stage.
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Soybean researchers had over many years developed a very fine linkage map
for the 20 chromosomes using a wide variety of molecular markers. With the de-
velopment of a karyoptyping method and the co-localization of BACs containing
known markers it became possible to assign individual linkage groups to physi-
cal molecules for the first time. In addition to providing a molecular framework
for understanding inheritance of traits, this development allows the tracking of
large chromosomal translocations and rearrangements among the soybean chro-
mosomes.
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CHAPTER 3
SMALL RNA CONTENT AND EXPRESSION
71
3.1 Introduction
Small RNAs are a relatively modern discovery in the field of genetics that has
vastly increased our understanding of numerous biological phenomena, which
could not be easily explained by single or multi gene inheritance. Small RNAs
are now understood to play an important role in regulating and modulating gene
expression by down regulating a single gene or a group of genes in a wide range
of tissues and organs. Most small RNAs act locally within the cell where they
are produced. Additionally, the small size and abundant copies of the small RNA
molecules are believed to allow some of them to dissipate quickly through tissues
and act as signalling molecules [70].
In the early 1990’s, transformation methods began to be extensively applied
to many plant species to produce transgenics with desirable traits. While the
methods have been extremely useful in agriculture, horticulture and related fields
in generating numerous useful transgenics, there have been a few setbacks in the
process. Some of the early researchers noticed that in some transgenic individ-
uals the expression of the transgene would be shutdown shortly or within a few
generations of the transformation event. In two studies in particular, researchers
attempted to darken the flower color in Petunia by increasing the copy number
of the Chalcone synthase (CHS) gene that is critical to anthocyanin synthesis
[71, 72]. Both sets of researchers found that the mRNA level of CHS was lower
than the wild type in a portion of the transformed plants. This observation
of transcriptional repression induced by the incorporation of extra copies of an
endogenous gene remained unexplained at the time. At the same time, other
groups working with virus resistance in plants discovered that expression of viral
transgenes in a susceptible plant rendered high levels of resistance against that
and other similar viruses. This resistance was later determined to be caused by
a molecular mechanism involving a sequence-specific degradation of viral RNA
[73].
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The presence of small RNA molecules responsible for the repression of an en-
dogenous gene, was first reported in C.elegans in a breakthrough study by Lee
et al. [74]. Specifically the role of double stranded RNA in this suppression
mechanism was discovered by Fire et al. [75]. Simultaneous discoveries in virus
resistance studies in plants [76] confirmed the role of small RNA in the two major
clades of multicellular organisms. Further research has since shown the existence
of small RNA mediated post-transcriptional regulation in the algal and fungal
kingdoms, but in a less extensive role.
Numerous genomic regions outside the traditional protein-coding gene space
have been shown to be transcribed. A generic term used to describe such tran-
scribed regions that do not seem to code for any protein is noncoding RNAs.
Small RNAs, as a class of the broader non-coding RNAs, are primarily identified
by the size of the functional molecules. RNA molecules in the size range 21 to 25
nucleotides are termed “small RNA” and within this range different size classes
show distinct yet overlapping functions and origins. The two major classes of small
RNA in plants are small interfering RNA (siRNA) and microRNA (miRNA). They
play diverse roles in the maintenance, management and expression of the plant
genome.
3.1.1 siRNA function and biogenesis
Early experiments trying to incorporate resistance to viruses discovered that ex-
pressing transgenic viral RNA in plants made them resistant to the virus and
to other viruses that shared significant sequence similarity [77]. Further stud-
ies proved that the plants achieved resistance by silencing the expression of viral
RNA through a species of small RNA molecules [76] later labeled small interfering
RNA (siRNA). This class of molecules has since been shown to function in a wide
range of plants and animals. Its main characteristics are a size range of 21-24
nucleotides and they are produced from a double stranded RNA precursor.
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siRNA biogenesis is a multi-step pathway involving a few key components that
are well conserved between the plant and animal kingdoms. They are generated
from long double stranded RNA molecules that are formed by the co-existence
of a sense strand RNA and an anti-sense RNA, long fold-back RNA structure or
through the action of an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RDR2) [78]. While
the origin of the double stranded RNA molecule is not always evident, the mech-
anism for its processing is fairly well elucidated. The double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) is cleaved by Dicer-like3 (DCL3) to produce 24nt siRNA molecules which
are then methylated by Hua-Enhancer1 (HEN1) [70].
The major described roles for siRNAs in plant cells are virus defense and genome
integrity maintenance via transcriptional inactivation and post-transcriptional
gene silencing (PTGS). Transcriptional inactivation is achieved by directing a
chromatin modification apparatus to specific regions of the genome. In short,
the HEN1 methylated siRNAs bind to a specific ARGONAUTE family member
(AGO4), which then recruits other DNA binding and methylation enzymes, lead-
ing to the heterochromatinization of the target region. This mechanism of chro-
matin modification is believed to be largely responsible for the extensive methyla-
tion of transposable elements and other repeat regions of the plant genome. Thus
the siRNA pathway is very important in the maintenance of genome integrity by
silencing the large transposon load carried by plants.
PTGS is a powerful method of regulating the mRNA levels of target genes to
fine tune their expression. Overexpression and/or ectopic expression of genes is
likely to trigger the siRNA mediated silencing pathway possibly as a broad scale
defense mechanism against viral infections. RNA dependent RNA polymerase 2
(RDR2) or other RNA dependent polymerases, use the target mRNA as template
to generate a complementary strand. These long dsRNA molecules trigger the
generation of siRNAs, which in turn direct the RNA induced silencing complex
(RISC) to cleave the original RNA, as seen in the silencing of viral genes and
transgenes.
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A large majority of the siRNA population of plant cells is heterochromatic
i.e., it directs the methylation of its target region of the genome. These siRNAs
are typically processed from a dsRNA generated either from the target locus or
a trans-site with a high sequence similarity. Based on origin, two more classes
of siRNAs have been reported in plants. In plant genomes certain genes exist
in close proximity in a head-to-head orientation such that they share the same
sequence (complemented) in their UTRs. In certain tissues or developmental
phases the coexpression of these genes leads to the occurence of natural anti-
sense RNAs which complement perfectly in their shared UTRs. These transcripts
then hybridize and initiate the production of siRNAs called natural anti-sense
siRNA (nat-siRNA). These siRNAs have been shown to silence the expression of
these two genes and any other genes sharing significant sequence similarity [11].
The second class of siRNAs differing significantly from the heterechromatic siRNA
are tasi-RNAs. tasi-RNAs are generated by transcription of a tasi locus, which is
then cleaved by a specific microRNA (miRNA) in a phasing manner. The miRNA
binds to the transcript at a specific position of complementarity and cleaves it.
One of the cleaved portions, either 5’ or 3’, is bound by SGS3 and RDR6 and
complemented to produce a dsRNA molecule that is then processed by DCL4 and
HEN1. This process generates 21nt long siRNAs in a phased manner starting
from the miRNA binding site [79]. This special class of siRNA was postulated to
have evolved to allow the transmission of an miRNA signal across cell boundaries
[70].
3.1.2 miRNA function and biogenesis
The earliest discovery of small RNA form and function involved the transcriptional
regulation of lin-14 by lin-4 [74, 80]. Lin-4 encodes an mRNA that can form a
fold-back structure, leading to the generation of a small RNA whose sequence
complements partially to the mRNA of to lin-14. A specific small RNA generated
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from the fold-back structure of a gene coded transcript and targeting other mRNA
for cleavage is called miRNA.
The second miRNA discovered (let-7) was shown to be conserved across the
animal kingdom, implying that these molecules have evolved early in the devel-
opment of eukaryotic organisms. The basic pathway of miRNA biogenesis and
function shares a high degree of functional similarity between the plant and ani-
mal kingdoms. However, none of the individual components in the pathway are
very well conserved in protein sequence. Besides, none of the known miRNAs are
conserved across the plant and animal kingdoms. Therefore, the miRNA pathway
in plants is thought to have evolved independently of the counterpart in animals.
Evolution of the miRNA pathway added to the complexity of spatio-temporal
gene regulation which enables the spatio-temporal development of the highly dif-
ferentiated organs in the higher organisms. Partial evidence for this hypothesis is
provided by the rough correlation between the number of miRNAs in a genome
and the complexity of the organism [81].
miRNA genes show a wide range of conservation across organisms. No known
miRNA is conserved amongst plants and animals, but many miRNAs are known
to be well conserved within each kingdom, suggesting that they evolved early
in evolutionary history. In addition to these highly conserved miRNAs, a large
number of miRNAs that are specific to one organism or a small clade are being
discovered [82]. Multiple degrees of conservation in this class suggest that miRNA
genes undergo rapid evolution with a few exceptions. A convenient model to
describe this observation is that novel miRNA genes arise fairly commonly and
along with their targets are subjected to selection. All interactions that confer a
beneficial regulation model to the plant are fixed and passed on to the progeny
[83]. Since the miRNA pathway is a secondary regulation method with possible
redundant effectors in the primary transcriptional regulation and/or translational
regulation, the organism might be more robust to the higher gain and loss rate of
the miRNA genes compared to protein coding genes.
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miRNA generation in the plant cells is a multi-step process involving tran-
scription of the non-protein coding sequence, excision of the hairpin from the
longer molecule, separation of the strands, methylation of the single stranded RNA
molecule and finally loading of the single stranded miRNA into the RNA-induced
silencing complex (RISC). miRNA genes are transcribed by RNA polymerase II
(Pol II) [84] and undergo similar modifications to protein coding mRNAs, namely
they are polyadenlated at the 3’ end and have a 5’ cap to protect the molecule
from degradation. This long noncoding RNA molecule, called pri-miRNA, typi-
cally does not have an open reading frame of significant length and is not bound
by the translation apparatus. Instead the molecule forms a fold-back structure,
attracts a DCL family protein called DCL1 [85] which excises the stem-loop pre-
cursor of miRNA, called pre-miRNA. DCL1 further processes the pre-miRNA to
excise the dsRNA comprised of the mature miRNA molecule and its complemetary
sequence (miRNA*). Both strands of this dsRNA are methylated at the 3’ end
by HEN1 and the miRNA strand is then loaded into a RISC complex primarily
by the action of AGO1. Single stranded RNA degrading enzymes act in paral-
lel to degrade the free miRNA and miRNA* molecules, to remove the miRNA*
sequence from the cell and to regulate miRNA levels in steady state.
Two studies aimed at following the evolution of miRNA genes focused on the
sequences immediately flanking the novel mature miRNA in Arabidopsis [86, 87].
By focusing on distinct subsets of these sequences they arrived at two different
models for the genesis of novel miRNA genes. Allen et al. [86] studied the subset
consisting of novel miRNA genes that show a high degree of conservation between
the flanking sequences of the mature miRNA in the known miRNA gene and the
predicted targets for this gene. By comparing the sequence similarity and positions
of the matching fragments they postulated that novel miRNA might evolve by the
generation of tandem inverted copies of a particular gene. This duplication event
generates a double stranded RNA initially and accumulates mutations over time,
to generate the classic mismatched pairing required for DCL1 processing and thus
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a new miRNA is born. de Felippes et al [87] instead studied the subset that show
no similarity to their targets or to other regions of the genome and concluded
that miRNA genes arise from natural inverted repeats occurring randomly in the
genome. The novel miRNAs thus generated are subjected to selection, and any
beneficial molecules are incorporated into the regulation mechanism. Appearance
of novel miRNA genes might be a result of either or both of these mechanisms
or other yet undescribed processes. In all cases the requisite conditions for the
development of an miRNA gene is the development of a hairpin with enough
mismatches in the stem to allow recognition and processing by DCL1.
An intriguing aspect of miRNAs is that most conserved miRNAs exist not as
a single locus in the genome but a multitude of loci spreading over the genome
with little conservation in the flanking sequence. For example, miR156 is a highly
conserved miRNA in plants and is believed to target SBP transcription factors.
The soybean genome has 12 loci that encode this miRNA (Figure 3.1) and the
alignment of these loci shows clearly that there were 6 loci for the gene before
the last genome duplication event in this organism’s history. Additionally many
miRNAs exist as families of nearly identical sequences with one or two differing
bases, or showing length polymorphisms. Therefore, the amount of variation
within an active miRNA molecule, when normalized to the length of the molecule,
is substantially greater than a protein coding gene without affecting the function
of the small RNA molecule significantly. It is unclear what the importance of these
polymorphisms is in the function of the miRNA pathway. Interestingly some of the
length polymorphisms are expressed differentially among tissue types [88]. It is
possible that the length and sequence polymorphisms allow an miRNA molecule
to regulate a wider range of targets that might themselves show tissue-specific
expression.
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3.1.3 miRNA prediction
Numerous high-throughput expression studies in a wide range of organisms sub-
jected to various treatments have examined the expressed small RNA populations[11,
89, 90]. In plants, the overall population of small RNAs tends to be dominated
by the endogenous siRNA class. Apart from these abundant species, a large num-
ber of small RNA molecules have been discovered to exhibit many of the salient
characteristics [91] of miRNAs. While high-throughput small RNA sequencing
(RNAseq) results provide evidence of expression, the verification of existence of
hairpin precursors for each of these small RNAs is not possible with the exper-
iments and would take enormous time and effort to confirm experimentally. In-
stead, computational methods and genome sequence data can be used to identify
those small RNAs that are processed from a stem-loop hairpin structure.
The main method of screening the huge number of potential miRNAs from an
RNAseq experiment is to identify the presence and quantify the stability of a ge-
nomic stem-loop hairpin structure involving the small RNA under investigation.
A computer algorithm that folds any given stretch of nucleotides into all possible
secondary structures and estimates their thermodynamic stability is often em-
ployed in this process. mFold/UNAFold [92] has emerged as a popular program
for this purpose. UNAfold allows a DNA or RNA molecule to fold into every pos-
sible secondary structure through unconstrained base pairing and calculates the
thermodynamic stability of such structures. Stability of the structure is measured
as the free energy (dG) of the molecule in solution. Using a gross simplification,
the dG scales with the number of bases paired. The number of possible stable sec-
ondary structures for a given molecule is often large, even above a user-specified
threshold, necessitating the use of other heuristics to reduce the list of possible
miRNAs.
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3.1.4 Small RNA content of the soybean genome
With the availability of the completed soybean genome [18] and numerous small
RNAseq datasets from various groups, it has become possible to increase our
understanding of the structure and maintenance of the genome through small
RNA. The genome sequencing effort has broadly defined the repeat composition
and distribution in the soybean genome. Sequence analysis of the final genome
assembly and stages preceding that has allowed the documentation of transpos-
able elements families into databases such as soyTEdb [93]. Approximately 60%
genome of soybean was estimated to be composed of high copy number repeat
elements, a majority of which are transposable elements [9, 18]. Some highly ex-
pressed transposable elements were inadvertently captured in cDNA libraries and
EST sequencing efforts and provided insight into the most active transposable
elements [19].
The presence of a wide variety of high copy number repeat families implies
a great expansion of transposable elements, either gradually or sporadically, in
the evolutionary history of soybean. Most of these elements are believed to be
dormant because they lack functional copies of the genes required to excise and
transpose. However, these elements might yet be passively transposed by the ac-
tion of other elements or through meiotic recombination. Given the large copy
number of repeats, a mass activation of transposons would be highly deleteri-
ous to the genome, as it would affect its fundamental stability and disrupt the
function of numerous genes. Therefore, the plant needs to constantly suppress
the activity of transposable elements in a broad manner and specifically react
to the sudden activation of one or more kinds of repeats, herein referred to as
maintenance of genomic stability. This role has been shown to be fulfilled by
hererochromatic siRNA in other plants. Therefore, it is highly likely that some or
all of these repeat regions of the genome serve as origins or targets for the siRNA
mediated methylation pathway. Due to the exact complementarity of siRNAs to
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their targets, drawing a disctinction between origin and target is likely to prove
challenging.
The second type of information not readily revealed by the genome sequencing
is the miRNA content of the genome. Even the identification of well conserved
miRNAs is not trivial, since the number of loci matching a known miRNA vary
between species and its not obvious whether all the loci produce a functional
miRNA. Studies in many species of plants have revealed miRNA genes that are
not well conserved in other fully sequenced genomes. Therefore with each new
plant species sequenced, the number of miRNAs discovered will likely increase,
until all major branches of the phylogenetic tree have a representative fully se-
quenced and analyzed. The prediction of novel miRNAs based on expression
evidence and stability of secondary structures is therefore most likely to dramat-
ically increase our knowledge of the miRNA network in plants. The increasing
knowledge of novel miRNAs and their targets will greatly enhance our under-
standing of the basic regulation mechanisms involved in cellular processes and
responses to stimuli. However, current methods for miRNA target prediction
though lack the desired specificity and sensitivity and will likely need more im-
provements in their algorithms. Nonetheless, the identification of likely miRNAs
and more tentatively their targets should advance our understanding of cellular
and developmental biology.
3.2 Methods and results
To discover the noncoding RNA content of the soybean genome we collated small
RNAseq data from multiple sources. Data from Tuteja et al. [11], and two as yet
unpublished studies focusing on pathogen response and photomorphogenesis were
analyzed in this study. While the experimental design for each of these studies
is diverse and not comparable across them, they do provide a large amount of
small RNA sequence and expression information from a wide range of soybean
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tissues. Each of the individual experiments involved the extraction of the small
RNA component of the target tissues followed by massively parallel sequencing
on a Illumina genome analyzer platform. The tissue types represented across
these experiments include seeds (various sub-structures and development stages),
developing embryo, seedlings, stem and leaf. While most plants sequenced were
from the Williams 82 genotype also used in the soybean genome sequencing effort,
some of the datasets were derived from other accessions of soybean.
Raw sequencing data from a total of 19 libraries of soybean small RNA was
compiled. The raw reads from each sequencing run were appropriately trimmed
and filtered based on the particular qualities of each run. Specifically, each run
was processed to trim the 3’ adapter sequence used in the sequencing technology
and all reads with a resultant length of less than 16 base pairs were removed. Then
low quality reads, defined as any read with one or more ambiguous base calls, were
removed. Some of the datasets contained a large proportion of reads (40-60% of
total reads) derived from rDNA and tRNA while others had less than 3% of total
reads derived from such sequences. The datasets with a large number of rDNA and
tRNA reads were filtered to remove all reads matching known rDNA and tRNA
sequences. No restrictions based on minimum number of reads were applied to
any of the datasets. After all data preparation steps were completed a total of
approximately 124 million reads remained. Many of these reads represented the
same small RNA sequence and their frequencies were unaltered.
3.2.1 Mapping to genome and block analysis
All sequencing reads were then aligned to the Glyma1 version of the soybean
genome assembly (JGI) using the short read alignment program Novoalign (v
2.04). Despite the various filtering steps about 23% of the reads were filtered out
by the alignment program for failing various quality thresholds. Of the total set
approximately 58% i.e., 72 million reads were sucessfully aligned to the soybean
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genome when no mismatches were allowed. The high level of stringency was
enforced to allow the unambiguous determination of origin for the small RNA
sequence. Relatively low percentage of reads mapping to the genome is likely
caused by one or a combination of the following factors:
1. Poorly sequenced regions of the soybean genome do not allow mapping of
reads. This problem is especially relevant in the repetitive pericentromeric regions
which are likely the targets of heterochromatic siRNAs.
2. Reads derived from a different genetic background are more likely to carry
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), especially in the transposable elements
which show rapid divergence between lines.
3. Residual nucleotide variation has been reported in the Williams 82 line [94]
which could mean the lines sequenced in this study differ from the line used for
genome sequencing. [Also see Chapter 4.]
4. Erroneous adapter trimming and sequencing errors in the small RNAseq
experiments create superfluous bases and SNPs disallowing perfect matches.
Heterochromatic and other endogenous siRNA are formed by the cleavage of
long transcripts and act in collaboration to the recruit histone methylation appara-
tus to their targets. Therefore, individual siRNA sequences are not the functional
unit of regulation. Instead the set of such siRNAs targeting a single genomic
locus is the functional unit. Therefore, grouping or clustering siRNAs based on
their origin on the genome gives a more appropriate perspective to look at the
siRNA population, rather than analyzing individual molecules. Such clustering
also has the added advantage of reducing the computational load for handling the
rather large datasets produced by high-throughput sequencing. Most of the soy-
bean genome outside the telomeric, ribosomal, centromeric and pericentromeric
regions is very well sequenced. However, there remain small unsequenced patches
which prevents any small RNA reads produced from that region from mapping.
Additionally, due to the random nature of sampling inhererent to the RNAseq
method, regions that produce a small proportion of the total small RNA will not
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be evenly covered by reads even if those regions are producing small RNA actively,
but at a low level. The number of small RNA reads mapping to any given position
of the genome is hereby called the“coverage” of that region. Therefore any method
attempting to cluster small RNA reads based on genomic origin should be robust
to the small gaps in coverage caused by these deficiencies. The maximum length
of a gap allowed is fairly arbitrary and any value chosen would wrongly cluster
or fail to cluster genomic loci correctly. In this study we used a fairly arbitrary
cutoff of 500 base pairs as the maximum allowed gap in coverage before a cluster
is terminated and a new one started, partly because this value of the parameter
produces a manageable number of clusters. Lowering the maximum allowed gap
size drastically increases the number of clusters while raising this threshold too far
results in adjoining genes or transposable elements being grouped into a cluster
with very varied coverage.
3.2.2 siRNA blocks and maintenance of genomic stability
The soybean genome is very rich in repetitive elements, with estimates of upto
40% of the genome being consisting of high copy number repeats [9]. Apart from
the large batteries of tandem repeats characteristic to the soybean centromeres
and pericentromeres, a large proportion of the repeat content is composed of
transposable elements. Therefore we expect to see a large number of siRNAs
directed towards the control of these elements through the heterochromatinization
pathway. Two approaches were taken to identify the small RNA associated regions
of the genome. These regions are either the origin, or target, or both, of any given
cluster of siRNA.
The first approach was aimed at identifying all regions of the genome that
produced or were targeted by siRNA in the tissues and conditions sampled. To
this end the small RNA mapping and clustering methodology, described earlier,
was performed. Of the 955,054,837 bases in the Glyma1 assembly 149,350,689
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bases were covered by at least one small RNA read i.e., approximately 15.6% of
the soybean genome is involved to some extent in the small RNA pathways. The
vast majority of these loci are likely to be transposable elements that are targeted
for methylation. The clustering approach identified 357,889 active blocks of siRNA
in the soybean genome. Blocks that were very ”sparse” i.e., had less than a total
of 100 reads (all libraries pooled) were excluded from analysis to identify regions of
relatively high activity. This filter also removed false clusters formed by spurious
mapping of siRNAs to short regions of similarity. As a result 23,226 blocks were
left that had at least 100 or more reads mapping to them. Higher cutoffs for
depth reduces the number of blocks substantially. While this approach allows the
identification of small RNA producing/targeted loci interpretation of the results
is not trivial and depends heavily on the availability of reliable annotation for
these regions. Nonetheless studies aimed at observing the small RNA regulation
of specific loci would greatly benefit from this approach [11].
The second approach attempted to directly estimate the number of siRNA
directed at the various families of transposable elements known to exist in the
soybean genome. The collection of known transposable elements in soyTEdb
[93] was used as the reference sequences to map the pooled small RNA from all
libraries. The program maq [95] was used for this mapping since it allows more
mismatches and filters out fewer reads. The sequences in this database span a
total of 169,491,207 bases in the soybean genome. Of these only 61,627,752 bases
(36.4%) had any small RNA mapping to them. This smaller portion of soyTEdb
could represent the active portion of the transposable elements in the genome.
The distribution of the covered regions among the various elements does not show
the complete absence of small RNA mapping to any single element. Instead some
of the transposable elements show a very low frequency of reads mapping to them
which can indicate that these elements are no longer active and therefore do not
need to be supressed or they undergo methylation through a different mechanism
that does not involve siRNA.
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To allow the comparison of relative levels of small RNA among the various
elements, the reads mapping to mulitple loci were normalized to reduce their
contribution to any one locus linearly with the increasing number of loci the
read maps to. This normalization allows the computation of weighted counts
of small RNA reads mapping to any one transposable element. The raw counts
were further normalized to the length of the element to compute the reads per
Kb (RPK) of the element. These counts can then be fairly compared among the
elements to measure the amount of siRNA within the cell that is directed towards
that element. Elements that are actively transcribed would initiate the siRNA
pathway and therefore have a larger number of small RNA that exactly match its
sequence.
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The most common kind of transposable element in the soybean genome is the
Gypsy element followed by Copia and Mutator. Unsurprisingly the siRNA popu-
lation mirrors this distribution with the Gypsy superfamily garnering 4.65 million
RPK while the Copia superfamily gains 2.28 milliion Reads per Kilobase (RPK)
and the Mutator superfamily gains 2.03 million RPK. A look at the top 20 most
abundant siRNA targeted loci (Table 3.1) shows the subtype of elements that are
most actively suppressed. The Gmr539 and Gmr213 families of Gypsy elements
are responsible for the largest number of siRNA in the soybean cells. These fami-
lies most likely represent the subtypes of Gypsy elements that are currently active
in the soybean genome. Similarly the Gmr5 and Gmr73 families of Copia element
are responsible for a large number of siRNAs and are also actively transposing
in soybean. The mutator class of elements lack the family level classification in
soyTEdb. The most abundant mutator elements show a large variation in size
ranging from 391 bases to 9485 indicating that these individual elements repre-
sent a range of Mutator elements that are all actively transposing in the soybean
genome.
The presence of a large number of gypsy, copia and mutator elements and their
activity implies that there is a tremendous potential for genomic rearrangements
in soybean. Particularly the gypsy family of elements is very large and there
is some evidence of its expansion in the high yielding cultivars of soybean (see
Chapter 4). Normally the activity of these elements is heavily suppressed by
the activity of siRNA, as shown here, thus conferring a fair degree of genomic
stability. But under conditions of stress or other activation events these elements
are activated and may cause large scale genomic changes that can lead to the
development of desirable traits [20].
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3.2.3 Learning miRNA folding parameters from known
miRNA
miRNA folding algorithms are typically optimized for human miRNA genes in
the sense that the default settings of the programs are optimized to find stable
folds for pre-miRNA sequences from the human genome. The primary measure
of goodness of a fold used by the different folding algorithms is the free energy
of the folded structure represented by dG. The dG associated with a molecule is
inversely related to the thermodynamic stability of the folded structure, which in
turn scales linearly with the number of hydrogen bonds between nucleotides in that
structure. A perfect base pairing similar to the DNA double helix though would
violate the unique requirement of DCL1 action in miRNA processing, which is the
presence of a few mismatches in the stem-loop pre-miRNA structure. Therefore,
optimizing purely for the minimization of free energy is not advisable for detecting
novel miRNA loci.
A group of plant small RNA researchers established a set of rules to facilitate
the standardized annotation and nomenclature of novel miRNA from the rapidly
growing deep sequencing data [96]. These broad rules encompass the criteria used
by most previous studies in this field. While the fold characteristics of a miRNA
locus can be somewhat defined, the set of parameters assigned to the folding
software are not readily defined and are likely to change for each species. For
example, the length of the pri-miRNA molecules is distributed over a much wider
range in plants than animals and the required number of paired bases is also lower.
To determine the correct program parameters for maximizing the sensitivity of
the prediction process, known miRNA generating loci were folded with a range of
parameter values to ascertain the set conferring maximum sensitivity.
To accomplish this task all known Glycine max miRNAs and their precursors
were downloaded from miRBase (as of Feb 2010). This set included 75 miRNAs
with experimentally or computationally defined pre-miRNA sequences and their
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predicted secondary structures. These pre-miRNA sequences fit the aforemen-
tioned rules for miRNA loci to various degrees with some of the well-defined and
widely conserved miRNA, for example miR160, fitting the rules perfectly, while
some of the newer, predicted folds, for example miR1521, fitting less well. A few of
the predicted loci, for example miR1536, seemed to completely lack the stem-loop
characteristics associated with miRNA and were most likely mischaracterized by
the submitting authors.
The various parameters allowed to change in the training set are:
1. Folding temperature i.e., the assumed ambient temperature at which the
thermodynamic stability of the molecule is calculated.
2. Threshold dG i.e., the maximum free energy cutoff above which a fold is
rejected.
3. Window i.e., the amount of variation allowed in the secondary structures
explored to find the best fold. As the size of the window increases the diversity
of structures considered increases.
4. Length of pri-miRNA sequence i.e., number of adjoining bases to the mature
miRNA that are submitted to the folding algorithm.
The set of parameters showing the highest specificity was determined by visu-
ally comparing the predicted folds from the program to the submitted folds in
miRBase and scoring them individually for similarity. Following values for each
parameter were found to be optimal for finding the ”correct” secondary structure
of the pri-miRNA: Folding temperature = 25C, Threshold dG = -40, Window =
default, Length =170 bp. With these parameters all the conventional miRNA folds
were readily detected (Figure 3.2 and 3.3). While a reasonably stable secondary
structure was identified for some of the ”unconventional” miRNA (sequences not
showing good pairing in miRBase), it proved difficult to determine the correct-
ness of this fold (Figure 3.4). Hence the latter set was removed from further
analysis.
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In addition to detecting the right parameters of the fold, quantifiable criteria
for the goodness of a predicted fold are needed to process the large number of
small RNA producing loci in the soybean genome. Various properties of the out-
put stable secondary structures were studied to identify a set of filters that can
be readily applied to screen the large number of genomic loci expected to produce
stable secondary structures. The primary metric used by the folding algorithm
is the dG which represents the overall stability of the molecule but does not pay
special attention to the miRNA or miRNA* sequences. Genomic regions with
short tandem repeats or large nucleotide biases can stochastically produce stable
folds around the small RNA. The likelihood of a stable fold occurring stochasti-
cally increases with the length of sequence submitted for folding. Therefore the
selection of putative miRNA based purely on dG causes too many false positives.
Nonetheless dG offers a convenient first filter to identify regions that form any
form of a stable fold. Empirical observations based on the training set indicate
that for a length of 170 bases a maximum dG of -40 is a good threshold for filtering
chance occurrences. Additional properties of the folds that were highly predictive
of a canonical loop were that over 75% of the bases in the small RNA need to be
paired and the length of the complementary sequence (predicted miRNA*) should
not be more than 1.5 times the length of the small RNA, and that no bases in
the small RNA or within 10 bases of its end can be in the complementary strand
of the stem-loop i.e., the distance between an miRNA and its complement should
be at least 20 bases.
Applying this knowledge small RNAs from the deep sequencing projects that
mapped to less than or equal to 20 genomic loci were submitted to the prediction
pipeline. 75 bases on either side of the small RNA was extracted and the approx-
imately 170 bp sequence was submitted to UNAfold to find stable structures at
25C with a maximum free energy of -40 kCal/mole. The small RNA producing
loci that exhibited stable structures were checked against the other criteria to
screen out spurious folds. The next filter applied was to screen these loci against
95
known repeat sequences, as indicated by the soybean genome project, to remove
the small number of repeat sequences that pass all these filters. Finally the set
of putative miRNAs were aligned to known miRNA sequences from miRBase to
filter out the known miRNA sequences.
3.2.4 Identification of novel miRNA
Deep sequencing data from 11 small RNAseq experiments was first pooled into
a single set. These experiments were designed to look for small RNA regulation
in various phenomena of interest. Data from Tuteja et al. [11] was combined
with small RNAseq from germinating cotyledons, young embryo, and normal and
pathogen challenged stems and leaves. A total of 26,695 small RNA sequences that
mapped to less than 20 loci in the genome were used. A total of 86,972 loci were
thus submitted to UNAfold. Of these approximately 800 small RNA sequences
are predicted to form a stable fold with a dG lower than -40 and fulfilling the other
structural criteria mentioned from at least one of the loci they map to.
While plants display a very diverse population of small RNAs, thousands of
miRNA genes in a single genome may be an overestimation of the miRNA gene
space. Further filters were therefore applied to reduce the number of false positives
from this set. These loci were filtered to remove any that lie within a known repeat
or a gene or match a known Glycine max miRNA sequence. Additionally only
the small RNA in the size range of 21-22 nucleotides were retained. These filters
reduced the number of putative, previously undescribed miRNA to 155 sequences.
The 20 most abundant predicted miRNAs are shown in Table 3.2
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The same approach was applied to a small RNAseq dataset involving germinat-
ing seeds. Small RNA from the cotyledon, hook and hypocotyl of dark grown and
light treated seedlings was extracted and deep sequenced. The sequence data from
this set was also processed in the same way as the previous set. Approximately
200,000 loci were tested within this set and after all the filtering steps a total of
158 putative miRNA sequences were identified. The 20 most abundant predicted
miRNAs are shown in Table 3.2.
There is a very small overlap between the two sets of putative miRNA pre-
dicted yielding a net result of 312 putative novel miRNA sequences. A large
number of these molecules, especially in the first dataset with fewer total reads,
are represented by very few reads in the underlying libraries. This could imply
either that they are very low abundance transcripts in the tissues examined or
that some of them are false positives that were not adequately filtered. The pu-
tative miRNA represented by a large number of reads are more likely to be novel
functional miRNA. This assertion is partially confirmed by the sequence conserva-
tion of some of these highly expressed putative miRNA sequences in other legume
genomes and some even in Arabidopsis. For example, 20 of the putative miRNA
from the seedling dataset are present at 100% identity in the Arabidopsis genome.
While individual characterization of each of these putative miRNAs is a time and
labor intensive task, an estimation of the role these miRNAs might play in soy-
bean transcriptional control was attempted by computationally identifying the
targets of these miRNA genes.
3.2.5 Predicted targets of novel miRNA
Putative miRNA identification based on expression and structural properties is
a potent tool for the discovery of novel miRNA. However, it faces the difficult
challenge of controlling the false positive rate. An extra line of evidence that can
support the prediction of a novel miRNA is the presence of complementary regions
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in the transcribed regions of protein coding genes. Plant miRNA target identi-
fication is considerably easier than animal miRNAs since the dominant form of
regulation discovered is post-transcriptional suppression involving the stable hy-
bridization of the miRNA to the target mRNA. This process requires a sufficient
degree of sequence similarity to be maintained between the miRNA and its target,
allowing the identification of such targets through simple sequence alignment al-
gorithms. The program psRNATarget [97] is designed to identify miRNA targets
in EST databases based on target binding rules previously specified [98]. This tool
was used to identify the potential targets of the novel miRNAs predicted.
The 20 most abundant miRNAs from each dataset were uploaded to psRNAtar-
get and processed against GMGI v15. With the exception of two miRNA se-
quences all novel miRNAs were predicted to target multiple genes in the soybean
genome. A total of 235 individual ESTs from GMGI were identified as potential
targets with a large majority predicted to be targeted for cleavage, as opposed
to translational regulation. These ESTs in turn map to 292 gene models in the
soybean genome. To summarize the results and detect patterns in the potential
targets GO terms associated with these gene models were looked up and overrep-
resented Gene Ontology (GO) terms identified throught the AgriGO server [99].
The GO terms falling under the biological process branch were tested for this
query set against the background of all genes in the genome. The significantly
over-represented terms as determined by a T-test, assuming a hypergeometric dis-
tribution, and an FDR correction at alpha of 0.05 are shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Statistically significant GO terms among miRNA target
mRNAs. GO terms associated with the predicted targets were compared to the background
reference to identify significantly over-represented terms using a hypergeometric test with a
p-value cutoff of 1e-6. Significant GO terms from the biological process branch are shown.
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3.3 Discussion
The small RNA population in soybean tissues is dominated by the heterochro-
matic siRNAs generated to suppress the activity of certain genomic regions. As
was observed here, the most abundant elements in the genome are most likely the
elements that have been actively transposing and increasing their copy number in
the genome since older elements would likely have been fractured/deleted through
recombination. Therefore they tend to be more actively suppressed by the siRNA
mediated methylation pathway. Under conditions of stress such as biotic or abiotic
challenges these elements might be activated and generate a great deal of genomic
diversity. Therefore the knowledge of actively transposing elements as revealed
by their copy number and the amount of siRNA suppression will enhance our
understanding of the genomic regions that have undergone recent rearrangements
or hold the potential for such changes.
Considering the diverse set of tissues and treatments from which the small
RNA libraries were derived, the miRNAs predicted in this study are expected to
regulate a wide range of processes in the plant. Fortuitously, the developmental
stages and tissue types concerned in these experiment share certain similarities.
A common thread across many of the libraries sequenced was the development
of a young seedling and especially the development of meristem and generation
of early plant organs. miRNAs are known to be heavily involved in plant devel-
opment and transitions of phase [70]. Therefore, the observation of development
associated GO terms in the predicted targets (Figure 3.5) provides a line of evi-
dence that the predicted miRNAs are likely real and are involved in the regulation
of developmental genes. The second dataset utilized in this study was studying
light responses in seedlings and therefore the presence of “response to light inten-
sity” and “response to red and far red light” GO terms further down the list is
likely the result of these processes also involving one or more miRNA regulators.
Finally the oxidative stress group of targets might represent genes involved in
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the reaction to the start of photosynthesis in germinating seedlings or to light
stress.
With the increasing amount of small RNA data available in the public domain,
the role of small RNA in the maintenance of the genome and the regulation of
transcription should become increasingly apparent. The efficient management of
the retrotransposon load on the plant genome provides the plant a much higher ge-
nomic stability and appropriation of fewer resources to constantly suppress trans-
poson activity. The implications of the saved energy in improving the yield of im-
portant crop plants like soybean are tremendous. Recent studies have focused on
the role of small RNAs in the phenomenon of heterosis and concluded that global
changes in 22-24nt small RNA activity leading to changes in methylation pattern
are observed in hybrid plants showing increased phenotypic traits [100]. While
the link between the two phenomena is currently tentative, the potential influence
of the cost of genomic stability maintenance on the yield potential of a crop opens
new avenues to explore in crop improvement. Discovery of novel miRNAs regu-
lating the responses of plants to environmental stimuli will greatly increase our
understanding of the processes underlying disease resistance and stress tolerances.
Adjusting these responses, especially in certain target tissues, can potentially im-
prove crop yields by allowing crop varieties to better resist environmental changes.
Further, adjustments via small RNA mediation to nutritional quality and control
of allergens or other harmful chemicals in the consumed parts of plants may offer
exciting possibilities in the improvement of food quality and safety.
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CHAPTER 4
RAPID GENOTYPING OF SOYBEAN
CULTIVARS USING HIGH THROUGHPUT
SEQUENCING
104
4.1 Introduction 1
Soybean (Glycine max ) lines grown in the US were originally introduced from East
Asia. A wide range of cultivars are grown in east Asia and have been selected over
centuries for yield and suitability to local environment. Earlier domestication of
wild soybean involved selection for larger seed and improved nutritional quality.
After introduction into the US, commercially grown cultivars were selected for
improved yield and biotic/abiotic stress tolerance traits. Studies on diversity of
soybean germplasm in the United States have suggested that the introduction
and multitude of selection steps may have served as a genetic bottleneck and
reduced the genetic diversity within the elite germplasm in the US [101]. An elite
US cultivar called Williams 82 [102] was chosen for whole genome sequencing
[18].
Breeding practices often involve introgression of desirable traits from a non-
elite or wild variety into an elite line. The progeny from such crosses are generally
backcrossed to the elite line to recover a near-isogenic line (NIL) with similar yield
properties to the elite line and the added trait from the target locus. Molecular
markers allow a breeder to rapidly screen a large number of lines for markers
associated with the trait, allowing the selection of the molecular marker and thus
specific introgression of a single genomic locus. Fine mapping the locus with
molecular markers allows the amount of target DNA that will be integrated into
the NIL to be reduced. This reduction in linkage drag can also allow reduction
in the yield drag often associated with introgression. Therefore the availabil-
ity of a large number of markers, spread more or less evenly over the genome
of a specific exotic line targeted for introgression of a trait, is very valuable.
1Portions of this chapter have been submitted to PLoS One for publication. The authors
retain the copyrights to the document. Author Contributions: Kranthi Varala performed all the
bioinformatics analysis of data before and after the molecular experimental stage. Kankshita
Swaminathan performed the extraction of DNA and sample preparation. Ying Li confirmed
the predicted SNPs by amplification of genomic DNA fragments followed by sanger sequencing.
Matthew E. Hudson conceived the study, design, co-ordination and manuscript. All authors
contributed to the development of the manuscript.
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Although fine mapping a locus with tightly linked markers is cost and labor in-
tensive, it might need be done only once per allele of interest. Such an associa-
tion will, potentially, be applicable in crosses between a different set of parents.
The first generation molecular markers were restriction fragment length polymor-
phism (RFLP) [103], random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) [104], ampli-
fied fragment length polymorphism [105] markers or microsatellite DNA markers
[106]. Later, Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) markers provided finer resolution and
greater power for cultivar identification [107, 108, 109, 110]. More recently SNP
markers [111, 112, 113] have grown in stature as an important tool in soybean
breeding. Many genetic linkage maps using these marker sets individually or in
combination have been constructed to assist breeding [114, 115, 116, 117, 118].
While SSR markers have a higher distinguishing power between lines, the distri-
bution of SSRs is sparse in the genome and hence may limit the resolution offered
in fine mapping. SNP markers, on the other hand have not only been shown to
be highly effective in distinguishing lines in the soybean germplasm [113] but are
also vastly more common in genomes, especially between two distantly related
lines and are thus the predominant markers used in fine mapping. SNP density
is expected to be particularly high in the non-coding regions of the genome [119].
One disadvantage of SNP markers is that they are usually available in the form
of an array developed for specific genotypes, often not the genotype from which
introgression is necessary in a given breeding project. Thus, fewer of the markers
on the array are informative in the case of some introgression experiments. We
explore the possibility of rapidly and cheaply developing SNP markers for any
accession of soybean as referenced against the Williams 82 genome using major
recent advances in short read sequencing technologies. These methods potentially
allow rapid, low cost genotyping without the high initial costs of developing an
array.
In this study we chose four cultivars of soybean (based on the presence of useful
resistance traits) to explore a method for exploiting the stated advantage of short
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read sequencing in generating SNP markers. Dowling is a low-yielding southern
US accession of soybean that has proven useful as a source for the Rag1 allele,
which provides soybean aphid resistance [119, 120]. Dwight is an elite soybean
cultivar often used as the high yielding recurrent parent in breeding [121]. The
Komata and PI594538A accessions carry the Rpp1 and Rpp1-b alleles that confer
resistance to soybean rust [122] and are being used in attempts to integrate this
trait into commercial lines. Williams 82 was also included to provide a base line
for interpreting the experimental results, since it was the source of the DNA used
for the reference genome sequence.
Sequencing technologies such as Illumina genome analyzer and ABI SOLiD
offer the ideal combination of depth of coverage and frequency of sampling to
generate a large set of SNP markers. The approach used in this work is to gen-
erate a large number of short reads from genomic DNA of these cultivars and
align them to the reference genome. Numerous methods of SNP calling from
sequence read data have been developed, each differing in the details of imple-
mentation and confidence measures used for calling SNPs. SNPs detected by high
throughput sequencing of genomic DNA and called by these programs have the
potential to provide very fine resolution of the genomic differences between the cul-
tivar sequenced and the reference assembly, here the Glyma1 assembly [18] of the
Williams 82 genome. Owing to reduced selection pressure outside protein-coding
regions, a large number of variant SNPs can be expected between the genomes of
the cultivars of interest if intergenic sequences are included in the analysis.
Assuming a minimum requirement of three reads covering the base in question
to call a SNP and given the size of the G. max genome, estimated to be n = 1.1
gigabases (Gb) [35], a random whole genome shotgun sequencing effort will have
to be produce at least 3.3 Gb of raw sequence per cultivar to provide sufficient
confidence in most SNP calls to produce a high density map. While the cost of
producing such large amounts of sequence data has steadily decreased over time,
it is nonetheless a substantial investment. Furthermore, sequencing a randomly
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sheared genomic DNA library in a complicated eukaryotic genome such as G. max
is estimated to produce a large proportion of reads from the repetitive fraction of
the genome. The proportion of reads sampled from a repeated region is directly
proportional to the fraction of the genome representing repeats. Up to 60% of the
G. max genome is estimated to be composed of moderately to highly repetitive
elements [18, 9]. The correct alignment of reads sampled from a repeat region is
ambiguous by definition due to the presence of many repeating units from a single
repeat family. Therefore for the purpose of identifying reliable SNP markers it is
desirable to reduce the representation of repeat elements in the sequencing library.
It is possible to exclude many repeats by sequencing mRNA in the form of Ex-
pressed Sequence Tags and to mine these for SNPs, and this has been done previ-
ously in soybean [116]. However, a higher rate of mutation in non-genic sequences,
(including both repetitive and non-repetitive elements) is expected compared to
the protein-coding regions of the genome, which are more functionally conserved.
Thus, the ideal SNP discovery method would exclude repeats while preferentially
targeting non-protein-coding DNA. In an earlier survey sequencing effort we char-
acterized the repeat content and composition of the G. max genome (Williams
82) [9]. The study also identified the SB92 repeat family as being a predominant
repeat that represents close to 3% of the soybean genome. We hypothesized that a
method devised to target non-repetitive sequences on the basis of this information
would reduce the representation of the repeat content in the sequencing library.
During the genome fragmentation stage of library preparation, directed cleavage
of DNA by Type II restriction enzymes, as opposed to random shearing, offers an
effective way to anchor the start of a short read preferentially to certain sites. Such
complexity reduction methods have been successfully applied to alter the genome
sampling frequency in multiple organisms [123]. More recent improvements in
sequence yield and multiplexing protocols allow a vastly more intricate design to
develop high density linkage maps at a population level [124]. We thus deployed
a method that targets deep sequencing at Type II restriction enzyme recognition
sites, a procedure that has recently been used by others in soybean [125]. In the
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study presented here, the enzyme choice was determined on the basis of numerical
analysis of a prior repeat survey [9] in order to reduce the likelihood of cleavage
within repeats and maximize the number of useful sequence reads. We attempt
to develop a general strategy to sequence a reduced-representation library (RRL)
from soybean genomic DNA and use this method to identify SNPs polymorphic
between the reference genome and any soybean line of interest.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Restriction enzyme choice
Choosing an enzyme that does not cleave in any highly repetitive region (as iden-
tified previously [9]) for library preparation causes a larger proportion of reads
to begin in low-copy regions. While it is highly unlikely to find an enzyme that
does not cleave in any repeated sequence in any given genome, knowledge of re-
peat composition allows selection of an enzyme that substantially increases the
representation of non-repetitive regions in the library.
The choice of restriction enzyme to digest genomic DNA was made based on
the following criteria: 1. The enzyme should cut often enough in the genome to
sample sites at a fairly small physical interval. 2. The recognition site should be
present more often in the non-repetitive regions of the genome than the repetitive
and 3. The enzyme recognition site should be absent in the extremely abundant
92 bp peri-centromeric repeats CentGm-1 and CentGm-2 [126]. To satisfy the first
condition we limited the candidate enzymes to those whose recognition sequence
is four to six base pairs. To identify the relative frequency of recognition sites in
highly repetitive regions compared to less repetitive regions, it is imperative to
identify the high ly repetitive fraction of the soybean genome. A whole genome
survey sequencing [9], done at 0.7X coverage, of the 1.1 Gb soybean genome
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was used to identify the highly repetitive component. The Lander-Waterman
model[4], originally developed to describe a non-repetitive genome, when applied
with these parameters of genome size and coverage predicts that it is unlikely
to sample any region repeatedly, and this likelihood decreases exponentially with
the depth of coverage. Therefore, any overlapping reads seen in such a survey
are expected to come from repetitive regions. Based on the model predictions,
it was estimated that any sequence covered by three reads or more is expected
with high confidence to occur in multiple locations in the genome. Therefore
all contigs from the non-cognate assembly [9] containing three reads or more
were classified as repeats. Any read with no detectable overlap with another is
assumed to have been derived from unique or low copy number regions of the
genome. Restriction enzyme site frequencies were computed independently in the
repetitive and low copy number sets of sequences. Each enzyme was then scored on
the relative frequency of its recognition site in the non-repetitive set compared to
the repetitive one. The enzyme MseI was selected, as it showed the highest bias
towards low copy regions while still matching the other two criteria mentioned
above. MseI is a type II restriction enzyme with a four base recognition site
TTAA and cleaves after the first base, leaving a 5 TAA overhang. As such, the
sites for this enzyme are extremely common in the genome, (around every 100 bp
on average). In order to reduce the number of total sites sequenced, nuclear DNA
from each accession was digested with MseI and the 100-150 bp fraction from each
digestion was sequenced on a single lane of the Illumina genome analyzer. This
size-fractionation step causes only those MseI sites located within 100-150 bp of
another MseI site to be targeted for sequencing, around 10% of the total number
of sites. MseI sites within 100-150 bp of each other occur on average every 1032
bp in the Williams 82 reference genome sequence.
The number of bases covered by at least one read in each of the lines is as
follows: Dowling: 55730683, Dwight: 57862248, Komata: 93217361, PI594538A:
96473008 and Williams 82: 57661682. The GC composition of reads mapping to
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Glyma1 ranged from 33 to 39%, which is comparable to the 36.8% GC composition
of Glyma1. This implies that the restriction strategy did not introduce a bias
towards or against the GC richer or poorer regions of the genome.
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Table 4.1: Efficiency of sampling strategy. Reads were mapped to the
Glyma1 reference assembly at at least 90% identity. Tagged 35mers represents
the number of unique 35 bp frames in the genome that are covered by at least 1
read. Low copy reads are those that map to less than 5 loci in the genome.
Variety Dowling Dwight Komata PI594538A Williams 82
Total Reads 7625036 11764203 8452272 9309921 7583486
% of reads mapped 95 96 88 91 97
Tagged 35mers 2148006 2410953 3310171 3506523 2053175
low copy % 57 43 69 72 55
4.2.2 SNP discovery
Sequencing yielded 35 base reads from each of the libraries. The number of
reads sequenced from each library varied appreciably, as expected, and hence the
amount of sequence coverage is unequal across the libraries (Table 4.1). Efficiency
of restriction site anchoring was tested by counting the percentage of reads that
begin with the expected TAA overhang from the restriction digestion (Table 4.1).
Frequency of the trinucleotide TAA in the soybean genome assembly is 53,859,048
i.e., approximately 16.92% of all trinucleotides in the genome. Given this back-
ground, if the genome were to be sheared randomly and sequenced, about 17% of
the reads are expected to start with the bases TAA. 81-94% of the reads in each
of our libraries began with the trinucleotide TAA. Hence a very significant over
representation of reads starting with TAA was obtained, thus confirming that the
DNA library built from the restriction digested DNA was heavily biased towards
true MseI fragments. All reads were aligned to the Glyma1 assembly using the
m.a.q. alignment program [95]. The percentage of reads, from each library, which
align successfully to the Glyma1 assembly either uniquely and/or in multiple lo-
cations are listed in Table 4.1. The anchoring strategy restricted the sampling
sufficiently to increase depth from approximately 0.25X coverage expected from a
random shotgun sampling to approximately 4X, thus allowing greater confidence
in calling SNPs. The number of SNPs identified from each accession is listed in
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Table 4.2. The list of high confidence SNPs described here was generated from a
larger set of SNP calls generated by m.a.q. by applying a high stringency filter to
increase confidence in the SNP call and reduce false positives. SNPs were filtered
to only include calls that were very high confidence: covered by at least 3 reads,
minimum consensus quality of 20 for the polymorphic base and two bases on ei-
ther side, no indels within 6 bp and no more than 2 SNPs in a 10 bp window.
This set of parameters ensures that no SNP calls are based exclusively on repeti-
tively mapped or poorly aligned reads. The number of SNPs discovered correlates
with the expected genetic distances of these accessions, since Dwight has a known
higher coefficient of parentage with Williams 82, and Williams 82 is the line from
which the reference sequence was generated. Dwight and Williams 82 share a
common parent [102, 121]. Dwight is expected to share at least a quarter of its
genome with Williams (Fig. 4.2). This common parentage explains the lower
diversity between Williams 82 and Dwight.
Table 4.2: High confidence SNPs and SNP density. The SNP density
between each line and the reference assembly is measured as the total number of
good quality bases resequenced in that line divided by the number of high
confidence SNPs. This measure is called Mean Distance Between SNPs
(MDBS). Mean Depth At SNP (MDAS) assesses confidence measured as number
of reads aligned at the SNP position.
Variety Dowling Dwight Komata PI594538A Williams 82
Mean Coverage 4.56 6.85 2.81 3.07 4.45
Filtered SNPs 6019 4294 12727 14550 1122
MDBS 626 904 609 649 4168
MDAS 17.1 17.33 6.59 8.26 12.89
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Figure 4.3: SNPs polymorphic between each variety sequenced and the
Glyma1 assembly of chromosome 3. High confidence SNPs on Gm03 (Linkage
group N) are shown. SNPs occurring in a one million basepair (MB) bin are dithered,
left-to-right, along the X axis based on the position of SNP within that bin. Y-axis represents
the length of the chromosome. The presence of a large number of SNPs and their non-random
distribution on Gm03 for the Williams 82 data suggests that the Williams 82 lines carry
significant portions of the non-recurrent parent Kingwa. The distribution of SNPs in other
lines shows a density proportional to sampling frequency and shared parentage, while the
Williams 82 line shows higher diversity around the 5MB mark of Gm03 (arrow). Note that
repetitive sequences (predominant in the centromere) prevent unique mapping of sequence
reads and thus show substantially reduced SNP density. Scale is in megabases (Mb) of
physical distance.
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To express the degree of diversity between lines we used Mean Distance Between
SNPs (MDBS), the average distance between polymorphisms within regions se-
quenced in this experiment. This was calculated by computing the number of
bases covered by at least three reads and dividing that by the number of SNPs,
called at high confidence relative to the reference genome, without accounting for
the base quality. Since the average quality for bases is comparable between the 5
libraries (data not shown) we estimate that any local biases in mapping quality
will even out over the genome. After normalization the MDBS is almost even
between the Dowling, Komata and PI594538A lines but shows a marked increase
in Dwight and is very large in Williams 82, as expected (Table 4.2). Even though
the raw count of SNPs is higher in the two East-Asian accessions (Komata and
PI594538A as compared to Dowling) the number of sites sampled in them is sig-
nificantly higher (Figure 4.1) thus providing an important correction for the SNP
density estimation.
To test the predicted high-confidence SNPs, we independently sequenced the
SNP loci using traditional Sanger sequencing. Twenty SNP loci, with good quality
flanking sequence, were identified between the Komata and Williams 82 accessions
and chosen for confirmation. Sequence around this region was extracted from the
Glyma1 assembly, and used for primer design. Of these twenty regions, two failed
to amplify with the designed primers. The eighteen other primer sets amplified a
single region, as evidenced by a single band on a gel. Using Sanger sequencing,
we confirmed the predicted SNP in these eighteen loci. In two cases additional
SNPs in the vicinity that had not passed the high confidence SNP filter were also
confirmed, implying that the SNP density estimate we arrived at is likely to be a
conservative estimate of the true variation between these lines, and that our false
SNP discovery rate is less than 5%.
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4.2.3 Heterogeneity in Williams 82
Williams 82 was created by crossing Williams and Kingwa accessions of soybean
[102]. The expected proportion of Kingwa genomic DNA in the Williams 82
genome is 1.75% based on the pedigree information, with most of it expected to
be centered around the Rps1 locus on Gm03 [127, 17]. We sequenced Williams
82 to serve as a negative control for the experiment in anticipation of having to
adjust SNP calling parameters for the inherent biases/errors in Illumina short
read sequencing. Ideally no SNPs should exist between the Williams 82 sequenc-
ing run and the reference genome at the correct level of stringency required to
remove false positives, since our genomic DNA was derived directly from the ref-
erence allele acquired from the USDA Soybean Germplasm collection. Despite
repeatedly increasing the stringency level we continued to observe SNPs between
the resequenced Williams 82 library and the reference Glyma1 assembly (Figure
4.4). Additionally we observed a 100% confirmation rate by Sanger sequencing
for the SNPs identified between the Komata reads and the reference assembly at
the default stringency level. Thus the SNPs detected between our Williams 82
reads and the Glyma1 reference assembly are highly unlikely to be the result of
errors either in our sequence or in the Glyma1 sequence.
In parallel with our study, Haun et al.[94] found that the Williams 82 cultivar
contains a significant level of residual genetic variation. We found that many
SNPs are detected between the Williams 82 used for this study (acquired from
the Soybean Germplasm Collection at the University of Illinois) and the reference
genome sequence [18]. This is likely a result of genetic variation between the
plants used for sequencing of the reference and the Germplasm Collection line
used in this study.
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4.2.4 SNP distribution
The SNP positions for each accession were plotted on the twenty soybean chromo-
somes to visualize their distribution (Figure 4.4). Large gaps in the distribution
coincide with the highly repetitive centromeric and pericentromeric regions of the
chromosomes [18]. Among the four sequenced accessions (excluding the Williams
82 control) SNP distribution is fairly even in the low copy regions, implying a
lack of bias in sampling (Figure 4.4). The observed even distribution of SNPs
discovered using this method in conjunction with the consistent mean SNP den-
sity of 600 base pairs, within sequenced regions, among the accessions makes this
method of SNP discovery an excellent tool for marker development in soybean.
The SNP density obtained in this study for mapping purposes, measured as the
median distance on the chromosome between any two SNPs discovered using this
method, is 46.6 Kb for Dowling, 44.4 Kb for Dwight, 19Kb for Komata and 16 Kb
for PI594538A. All of these distances are short enough to be used for extremely
fine genetic mapping. In contrast to the data for the other accessions, the SNP
distribution plot for Williams 82 SNPs relative to the reference Williams 82 as-
sembly clearly shows regions of high and low diversity (Figure 4.4) between the
genotype that was sequenced and the reference. Interestingly the Rps1 gene clus-
ter maps to Gm03 at approximately position 5,000,000 in the Glyma1 assembly
[17], a region showing the highest SNP density among all chromosomes between
the reference sequence and the genotype sequenced in this study (Figure 4.3). The
same region was identified as a location with high variation between individuals of
Williams 82 in another study [94]. In addition high SNP density regions are seen
in Gm07, Gm14 and Gm15 (Figure 4.4). These regions likely correspond with the
portions of the Kingwa genome retained in Williams 82 during back-crossing and
subsequent selection.
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Figure 4.4: SNP positions on the soybean genome. High confidence SNPs
called by aligning reads against the reference assembly are shown. Outer ring shows the density
of repeat elements locally. SNPs from each accession sequenced are plotted in concentric rings
in the order: Dowling, Dwight, Komata, PI594538A, Williams82 from outside to the center.
The innermost ring depicts SNPs discovered from exome capture sequencing of two Williams
82 individuals [94]. Genomic regions rich in repeats have poor read alignments, hence lacking
in SNP predictions. Both Williams 82 datasets show regions of high heterogeneity implying
areas of linkage drag from loci selected for in the parental Williams x Kingwa cross.
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4.2.5 Transposable element families
A number of reads from each library mapped to known transposable elements
(TEs) in soybean. Reads were assigned to TE families by mapping them to the
elements listed at soyTEdb [93]. The number of reads matching TE families
was normalized to the total number of reads mapping to the reference genome
generated from each accession. Since some reads matched to many members of
a TE family, the contribution of a read matching multiple TEs was divided by
the number of elements the read mapped to. Weighted read counts were summed
up for each family of TEs based on the family-level annotation from soyTEdb.
Interestingly, the Gypsy family of elements shows higher numbers in the Williams
82 and Dwight genomes relative to the other accessions sequenced (Supp. Fig.
2). The other noticeable expansion is in the Copia and CACTA families in the
Dowling genome. These results indicate evidence for variability in TE content
between soybean accessions.
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Figure 4.5: Reads aligning to each transposon family. All reads were aligned
to the soybean transposable element database (soyTEdb) and grouped based on the
transposon family they match. The number of reads assigned to each family was normalized to
the total number of reads from that library, to allow comparison across lines. Abbreviations
for soybean genotypes: Do = Dowling, Dw = Dwight, Ko = Komata, PI = PI594538A, W =
Williams 82. A) CACTA and Copia families show a significant expansion in the Dowling
accession. B) Elements of the Gypsy family have substantially increased numbers in the
Dwight genome and are increased to a lesser extent in the Williams 82 genome.
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4.3 Materials and methods
4.3.1 Restriction enzyme selection
Survey sequencing data [9] was used to classify soybean sequences into a low
copy set and a highly repetitive set. The Lander-Waterman model [4] for a non-
repetitive genome predicts the number of contigs expected to be formed by an
overlap of n reads for a given size of the genome and coverage obtained. Fitting
this model to the size of soybean genome and coverage obtained in that study
predicted that there should be almost no contigs formed by overlap of 5 reads or
more by random chance. The non-congate assembly showed contigs far exceeding
the number of expected contigs beginning at n = 3. Therefore all contigs formed
by an overlap of 3 reads or more were defined as sequences with a high copy number
for the purposes of this study. This set was composed of 20,670 contigs and all
reads in these contigs were extracted to form the repeat sequence set (n=384,339).
Conversely all single reads with no detectable overlap with any other read from the
survey sequencing were classified as low copy sequences. Approximately 333,000
reads fell in to the low copy set. The (fortuitously comparable) number of reads
in each set removed the need for any normalization of site frequencies. Type
II restriction enzymes with a recognition site length of four or six were selected
from REBASE [128] and grouped by site. To ease data analysis at later stages
all recognition sites with ambiguous bases were removed. In addition all enzymes
that do not have a defined sequence at the cut site were removed. To avoid
sampling the extremely abundant 92 bp repeat, all enzymes that would cut this
repeat were also disqualified. Frequency of each site was then computed in the
two sets of sequences. The remaining enzymes were ranked based on the ratio of
site frequency in the low copy read set versus repeats. MseI, a type II restriction
enzyme with recognition site TTAA, emerged as the best enzyme on this list. The
raw site count in the low copy set was 489,740 versus 397,173 in the repetitive
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set giving a frequency ratio of 1.23 in favor of low copy sequences. MseI cuts the
recognition site TTAA leaving a 5 overhang of TAA.
4.3.2 Plant material
Seed for each soybean line described in the text (Dowling (PI 548663), Dwight
(PI 597386), Komata (PI200492), PI594538A and Williams 82 (PI 518671)) was
obtained from the USDA soybean germplasm collection. Plants were grown in
pots in a temperature- and light-controlled greenhouse in long day (18hr) light
conditions for 4-12 weeks. Young leaf and stem tissue, tips of branches with
at least two visible leaves, was collected from four to six individuals for each
line.
4.3.3 DNA extraction and digestion
10-20 µg of Nuclear DNA, extracted from all five lines according to protocols
described in Swaminathan et al. [9] was subjected to complete digestion with
MseI. The digest was end-repaired with T4 DNA polymerase run on a 3% low
melting point agarose gel. The size fraction from 100-150 bp was electroeluted
using Spectrapore dialysis tubing (MW cutoff 3500) and precipitated. 200-500 ng
was sequenced by Illumina (Hayward, CA).
4.3.4 DNA sequencing
After library construction for Illumina sequencing, each library was loaded onto
one lane of the sequencing flow cell. Sequencing was done on the Illumina GAI
genome analyzer system, performed for 35 cycles and bases called. Each library
was sequenced twice, except Dwight (sequenced three times), to satisfy quality
criteria. Sequence and quality data was obtained in fastq format.
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4.3.5 Mapping to Glyma1
Reads were aligned to the Glyma1 version of the soybean genome assembly. Maq
(v 0.7.1) was used to align the reads to the genome using the maq.pl script with
easyrun option.
4.3.6 SNP calling
SNP calling was done as part of the easyrun option for maq. Additional stringency
levels were tested by running maq.pl with the SNPfilter option and varying the
cut off parameters for minimum mapping quality at SNP position and in a 6
bp window around it. These changes did not change the number of SNP calls
appreciably. Increasing the minimum depth required to call a SNP decreased the
number of SNP calls substantially, especially in the Komata and PI594538A lines.
The SNPs reported in this report were obtained at the default maq parameters
of d=3, -n=20, -q=20, -w=5, and N=2.
4.3.7 SNP verification
Primers for SNP verification were designed using an in-house script. Komata
genomic DNA extraction was performed as described earlier. PCR was performed
with Ex Taq (Takara, Japan) according to the product menu. The reactions were
first heated at 94C for 5 min, followed by 35 cycles using a 30 seconds denaturation
step at 94C, a 30 seconds annealing step at 58C, and a 1-min extension step at
72C. An additional 7-min extension step at 72C was added after 35 cycles. PCR
products were analyzed on a 1% agarose gel. In all cases that the PCR product
showed as a single band in the gel, the Qiagen PCR purification kit (Qiagen,
CA, US) was used to purify the PCR product for sequencing. Sanger sequencing
reaction of the PCR product was performed with BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycle
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Sequencing Kit (Applied biosystems, CA, USA) according to the manual with
the forward primer used in PCR reaction. BigDye reactions were submitted to
Keck Center, UIUC for purification and capillary electrophoresis. Sequences were
analyzed and compared to Glyma1 genome sequence using Sequencher (Gene
codes, MI, US).
4.4 Discussion
Deep sequencing of reduced representation libraries from genomic DNA provides
a rapid and relatively inexpensive method of generating markers in lines of agro-
nomic interest. Restriction digestion of genomic DNA offers an excellent way of
creating reduced representation libraries. Typically, the restriction enzyme used
for digestion is chosen using a general strategy. One such strategy is to use a
methylation sensitive enzyme [129]. This approach preferentially targets single-
copy sequences, but also targets conserved protein-coding sequences where SNPs
are rarer (a disadvantage for less diverse crops such as soybean). It also requires
complex procedures to reduce the size of the restriction fragments to a suitable
size for Illumina sequencing [13]. An alternative approach is to empirically pick
one, or cocktail of few enzymes that give the desired result based on experimen-
tal digestion of genomic DNA. Both strategies have been employed with success
in plant genomes [130, 131]. In species where the approximate genomic repeat
composition is known, it is possible to apply a more rational strategy of choosing
a restriction enzyme that provides both an increased depth of sampling and an
intentional bias towards the non-repetitive regions of the genome.
In the case of Glycine max the enzyme MseI works exceptionally well at reduc-
ing the genome complexity sufficiently to allow SNP discovery, while also prefer-
entially targeting intergenic DNA as a result of its lower GC content. A recent
study used CviRI digested DNA, based on an in silico analysis of the draft genome
and annotated repeat elements, to identify SNPs between Forrest and Williams 82
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[125]. Our method of identifying site frequency in the low and high copy regions
indicates that CviRI has a frequency ratio of 0.88:1 in low:high copy genomic
DNA, which compares unfavorably to the 1.4:1 ratio for MseI. We believe this
was the result of our using the mathematically defined repeats by non-cognate
assembly of a genome survey [9] rather than using annotated repeats from a
genome sequencing project. Mathematically defining repeats is likely to identify
more repeats than sequence annotation due to its power to overcome the need
to detect sequence similarity across species, and the fact that tandem repeats
are often excluded from genome assemblies. A similar strategy can in principle
be followed for genotyping multiple accessions of any other crop species with a
reference genome and known repeat composition. Even in unsequenced genomes
where a survey sequence is available to detect repeat sequences, this method can
still be applied, since the length of the restriction site roughly determines the
mean distance between such sites in the genome.
With the falling costs of short read sequencing and coupled increases in the
number of sequencing reads produced per run, such a deep sequencing strategy
is likely to be the most rapid and, perhaps, even the more economical method
to generate a large amount of SNP markers for any new accession of interest to
plant breeders. A single lane of Illumina sequencing, at the time of this manuscript
being written, will likely tag the vast majority of MseI sites in the genome with
sufficient depth to allow high confidence SNP detection and provide a very high
density SNP map for several accessions using barcoded libraries, yet would still
likely be insufficient for full whole-genome resequencing of a single line. In such an
experiment the cost per accession is expected to fall further. At the estimated SNP
density of 600 bp such genotyping should allow fine mapping a trait of interest
down to a very small interval. In specific regions of interest, where a higher density
of SNPs is needed, the SNP filter stringency can be lowered accordingly at the
cost of increasing the false positive rate (which, as we indicate here, is very low for
the procedure as described). Selection based on such markers will facilitate high
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throughput genotyping of progeny to select for traits of interest. High resolution
mapping will also allow reduction of the yield drag often introduced in such crosses
by allowing genotyping to select the progeny with least amount of DNA from the
lower yielding parent.
There was a noticeable increase in the number of sites sampled in two libraries
out of the five. This difference can most likely be ascribed to small differences in
the efficiency of digestion between the different DNA samples or in the fraction of
genome obtained during the size selection from gel. While this variation suggests
that great care must be taken during those steps, the result still provided sufficient
sampling from all libraries to enable SNP calling.
Our survey also detected significant residual variation between different sources
of the cultivar Williams 82 (the source used for the reference genome sequencing
and the soybean germplasm collection). This is a violation of a perhaps unreal-
istic assumption made historically by many crop biologists, that varieties of an
inbred selfing crop such as soybean should be almost completely homogeneous
and homozygous. Our results on variation within Williams 82 confirm those of
Haun et al.[94] who found that both SNP and copy number variants exist within
this line using different techniques to those used in this study. Our Williams 82
DNA was prepared from pools of several individuals, whereas that of Haun et
al. was prepared from individual plants. Therefore while we are not able to de-
termine the extent of variation between the individual plants derived from seed
from the germplasm collection, we have determined in the case of many of our
polymorphisms that the reference genome contains an allele not found in any of
the individuals in our pool.
We conclude that individual plant lines must be closely examined using this
or a similar genotyping technique to ensure that within-cultivar variation does
not cause errors in experiments involving genetic comparison (particularly those
that involve the creation of variation using chemical mutagens, such as TILLinG).
For important crop species with large germplasm collections or novel plants being
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introduced into agriculture this method provides a rapid, economical and easy
protocol to catalog diversity and generate molecular markers. The advent of longer
sequence reads makes this technology also potentially applicable to organisms with
unsequenced genomes.
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APPENDIX A. SCRIPT TO PARSE MREPS
OUTPUT
#!/ usr / b in / p e r l
use s t r i c t ;
i f ($ARGV[ 0 ] eq ”” | | $ARGV[ 1 ] eq ”” ){ usage ( ) ; }
open RPOUT, ”>$ARGV[ 1 ] ” or die ”Cant open output f i l e \n” ;
my ( $ s i z e , $ r e p s i z e , $read , $c ) ;
my (%repeats ,% rep r eads ) ;
open FILE , $ARGV[ 0 ] ;
my $ f l a g =0;
while (my $ l i n e = <FILE>){
chomp $ l i n e ;
i f ( $ l i n e =˜ / Proce s s ing sequence /){
my @contents = sp l i t /\ s+/, $ l i n e ;
$read = $contents [ 2 ] ;
$read =˜ s/\ ’ //g ;
$ f l a g =0;
$c =0;
p r i n t ” par s ing $read \ t ” ;
}
e l s i f ( $ l i n e =˜ / Proce s s ing /){
$ s i z e = ( s p l i t /\ s +/, $ l i n e ) [ 5 ] ;
$ s i z e =˜ s / ] / / ;
p r i n t ” o f s i z e $ s i z e \n ” ;
}
i f ( $ l i n e =˜ /−−−−−−−/){$ f l a g ++;next ;}
i f ( $ f l a g ==1){
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pr in t ”\ tFound repeat ” ;
my @contents = s p l i t /\ t / , $ l i n e ;
my @reps = s p l i t /\ s +/, $contents [$# contents ] ;
$contents [ 2 ] =˜ s /<//;
$contents [ 2 ] =˜ s />//;
p r i n t ” o f l ength $contents [ 2 ] with $#reps \n ” ;
i f ($# contents >1 && $contents [ 2 ] >25){
$c++;
$contents [ 0 ] =˜ s /\ s+//g ;
$contents [ 0 ] =˜ s />//;
i f ( $contents [ 4 ] == 0){
pr in t RPOUT ”>”. $read . ” $content s [ 0 ] rpt$c \n$reps [ 0 ] \ n ” ; next ;
}
e l s e {
f o r each my $rep ( @reps ){
pr in t RPOUT ”>”. $read . ” $content s [ 0 ] rpt$c \n$rep\n ” ;
$c++;
}
}
}
}
}
c l o s e FILE ;
c l o s e RPOUT;
sub usage ( )
{
pr in t ” p e r l parseMreps . p l <mreps r e s u l t f i l e > <Output f i l e >\n ” ;
}
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APPENDIX B. SCRIPT TO DETECT
GENOMIC REGIONS THAT FORM STABLE
HAIRPINS.
#!/ usr / b in / p e r l
#Sc r i p t e xpec t s a novoa l i gn input f i l e . Make sure the
#columns make sense , s ince they change between ve r s i on s .
open FL, $ARGV[ 0 ] ;
open OUT, ”>Longer . i d s ” ;
$c =1;
my %checked ;
while(<FL>){
s/>//g ;
@tmp = sp l i t /\ t / ;
$name = ”putmiR$c” ; # id o f sma l l rna/Query sequence
$ l o c = $tmp [ 1 ] ; # id o f t a r g e t sequence /chromosome
$ l o c =˜ s/>//;
#$ l o c =˜ s/ s c a f f o l d / s / ; # only v a l i d f o r soybean
$reg = ” $ lo c . $tmp [ 2 ] . f a s ” ;
$done =0;
$d i r=$tmp [ 3 ] ;
$ l en = length ($tmp [ 0 ] ) ;
$end = 70 + int $ l en ;
# for (my $ j=$tmp [2]−5; $ j<=$tmp [2 ]+5; $ j++){
# i f ( de f ined $checked {” $ l o c . $ j . f a s ”}){ $done=1;}
# }
# i f ( $done ==1){next ;}
i f ($tmp [ 0 ] =˜ /N/){next ;}
$c++;
i f ( $d i r eq ’R ’ ){
$ l en = length ($tmp [ 0 ] ) ;
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$end = $tmp [2 ]+ $end ;
$ s t = $tmp[2]−(100− $ l en ) ;
system ” fastacmd −d / sc ra t ch / bio /db/Glyma1 −s $ l o c −S 2 −L $st , $end >$reg ” ;
}
else {
$end = $tmp [2 ]+100 ;
$ s t = $tmp [2 ] −70 ;
system ” fastacmd −d / sc ra t ch / bio /db/Glyma1 −s $ l o c −L $st , $end >$reg ” ;
}
print ” fastacmd −d / sc ra t ch / bio /db/Glyma1 −s $ l o c −L $st , $end >$reg \n” ;
$ f s = −s ” $reg ” ;
# i f the f i l e s i z e i s b i g g e r than 400 the va lue o f
# $end was g r ea t e r than the l e n g t h o f the sequence .
#Replac ing t h i s by 0 r e t r i e v e s u n t i l the end o f sequence .
i f ( $ f s > 450 | | $ f s < 50){
print ”Not enough bases . Skipping .\n” ;
system ”rm $reg ” ;
next ;
}
#system ” fastacmd −d / sc ra t ch / b io /db/Glyma1 −s $tmp [ 8 ] −L $s t ,0 >$reg ” ;}
system ”UNAFold . p l −−run−type=html −− l a b e l =10 −−temp=25 $reg >/dev/ n u l l ” ;
@cts = <$reg ∗ ∗ ct>;
$ f l a g = 0 ;
$more = 0 ;
foreach $s t ruc ( @cts ){
open ST, $ s t ruc ;
$pa i r=$maxpair =0;
$minpair =600;
( $seq len , $dG , $ id)= sp l i t /\ t / , <ST>;
$dG =˜ s/dG\s=\s // ;
for (my $ i =1; $i <=70; $ i++){<ST>;}
for (my $ i =1; $i<=$len ; $ i++){
@tmp = sp l i t /\ t / , <ST>;
i f ($tmp [ 4 ] != 0){
$upair =0;
i f ($tmp [ 4 ] >60 && $tmp [ 4 ] <(60+$len ) ){ $pa i r =0; last ;}
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$pa i r++;
i f ($tmp [ 4 ] > $maxpair ){ $maxpair=$tmp [ 4 ] ; }
i f ( $minpair > $tmp [ 4 ] ) { $minpair=$tmp [ 4 ] ; }
}
else { $upair++;}
i f ( $pair>0 && $upair >3){ $pa i r =0; last ;}#pr in t ” $upair unpaired ”;}
}
close ST;
#pr in t ” $reg \ t$ l e n \ t $ s t r u c \ t$pa i r \ t$minpair \ t$maxpair \ t $ f l a g \n” ;
i f ( $minpair <100 && $minpair >62){next ;}
i f ( $maxpair >62 && $maxpair <100){next ;}
i f ( $pa i r >=($ len ∗0 . 8 ) && (abs ( $maxpair−$minpair ) < ( $ l en ∗ 1 . 3 ) ) ) {
$ f l a g =1; $accSt=$s t ruc ;
last ;
}
e l s i f ( $minpair<5 | | $maxpair>165){$more++;}
#pr in t ” $reg \ t$ l e n \ t $ s t r u c \ t$pa i r \ t$minpair \ t$maxpair \ t $ f l a g \n” ;
}
i f ( $more ){
print OUT ” $reg \ t ” . ( ( $more/($# c t s +1))∗70) . ”\n” ;
}
open ANN, ”>$reg . ann” ;
for (my $ i =1; $i <=171; $ i++){
print ANN ” $ i \ t0 \n” ;
i f ( $ i ==70){
for (my $ j =1; $j<=$len ; $ j++){
$ i++;print ANN ” $ i \ t5 \n” ;
}
}
}
close ANN;
foreach $s t ruc ( @cts ){
system ” s i r g r a p h −ar −l ab 10 −pnum −ab −c o l s i r g r a p h . c o l \\
−o $s t ruc . png −png 800 $s t ruc ” ;
}
i f ( scalar @cts <0){
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system ” s i r g r a p h −ar −l ab 10 −pnum −ab −c o l s i r g r a p h . c o l \\
−o $reg . c t . png −png 800 $reg . c t ” ;
}
i f ( $ f l a g ){
push @acc , ” $reg \ t$accSt ” ;
system ”mkdir f o l d s /$name” ;
system ”mv $reg ∗ f o l d s /$name/” ;
}
else {push @rej , $reg ;
system ”mkdir r e j e c t s /$name” ;
system ”mv $reg ∗ r e j e c t s /$name” ;
}
$checked{ $reg}++;
}
close FL;
close OUT;
open OUT, ”> f o l d s / accepted . txt ” ;
foreach $dG( sort @acc ){print OUT ”$dG\n” ;}
close OUT;
open OUT, ”> f o l d s / r e j e c t e d . txt ” ;
foreach $dG( sort @rej ){print OUT ”$dG\n” ;}
print OUT ”A t o t a l o f $c l o c a t i o n s were t e s t e d .\n” ;
close OUT;
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